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When the stable homotopy category is localized with respect to ordinary topological K-theory, 
it becomes highly algebraic. In this paper, an algebraic classification of K,-local spectra is obtain- 
ed using a ‘united K-homology theory’ K, cRT which combines the complex, real, and self- 
conjugate theories. It has much better homological algebraic properties than its constituent 
homology theories and leads to a K, CR7-Adams spectral sequence for K,-local mapping class 
groups which always vanishes above homological degree 2. The main classification results of this 
paper hold without arithmetic localization and generalize results previously obtained at an odd 
prime. 
Introduction 
Our purpose in this work is to investigate the algebraic structure of the stable 
homotopy category localized with respect to K-homology theory, and to giv;f an 
algebraic classification of K,-local spectra. 
Before describing our results more fully, we must recall the general theory of 
homological localizations of spectra. For a given spectrum E, there is an associated 
homology theory with E,X= rr,(Er\X) for each spectrum X, and a spectrum Y is 
called E,-local if each E,-equivalence V + W of spectra induces an isomorphism 
[W, Y] * = [V, Y] *. By [ 1 l] for each spectrum X, there is an E,-equivalence I : X-+X, 
such that X, is E,-local. This is called the E,-localization of X and is the terminal 
example of an E,-equivalence going out of X in the stable homotopy category. The 
existence of this localization implies that the homotopy category of E,-local spectra 
is equivalent to the category of fractions formed by inverting the E,-equivalences 
in the stable homotopy category. 
We shall be concerned with the K,-localization where K is the spectrum of (non- 
connective) complex K-theory, and we summarize from [ 1 l] or [20] a few of its basic 
properties. The K,-localization is the same as the KO,-localization since K,-equiv- 
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alences are the same as KO,-equivalences. The K,-localization Sl of the sphere 
spectrum is a nonconnective version of the Im J spectrum, and the K,-localization 
of an arbitrary spectrum X is given by XK= @AX. A spectrum Y is K,-local if and 
only if, for each prime p, the mod p homotopy groups [MZ/p, Y] * are periodic with 
periodicity induced by Adams’ K,-equivalences _X2pP2MZ/p -MZ/p for p odd 
and C8MZ/2 -+ MZ/2 for p = 2. The class of K,-local spectra includes all rational 
spectra and all KO-module spectra, and is closed under homotopy inverse limits and 
homotopy direct limits. 
In [13], working at an odd prime p, we gave an algebraic classification of the 
K (,),-local homotopy types of spectra, i.e., the simultaneously K,-local and p- 
local homotopy types. We relied strongly on the fact, first observed by Adams and 
Baird [4], that the &-term of the Kcpj* -Adams spectral sequence for KcP1,-local 
mapping class groups always vanishes above homological degree 2. Unfortunately, 
that vanishing property does not generally hold in the Kc2), (or KOc2,,)-Adams 
spectral sequence. In the present work, we achieve the desired vanishing by using 
a ‘united K-homology theory’ KY’. The idea of this theory is derived from work 
of Anderson [6] and Atiyah [9] although its homological advantages seem to have 
gone unnoticed. The united K-homology of a spectrum Y is just 
KCRTY= {K,Y,KO,Y,KT,Y} * 
regarded as a bigraded object equipped with primary operations, where KT is the 
4-periodic spectrum of self-conjugate K-theory (sometimes denoted by KC or KSC). 
We initially view K, cRTY as an object of an algebraic abelian category CRT which 
takes account of all the ‘KO-module operations’ such as the periodicity operations, 
the Hopf operations v, the conjugation operations w-l, the complexification and 
reaiification operations, etc., and we later view K,CRTY as an object of a richer 
algebraic abelian category ACRT which additionally takes account of the Adams 
operations. In [6], Anderson constructed long exact sequences which relate the con- 
stituents of KFRT Y = {K, Y, KO, Y, KT, Y}. When the corresponding sequences are 
exact for an object M= {MC,MR,MT) of CRT or ACRT, we call M CRT-acyclic. 
We prove in Theorem 3.4 that an object ME CRT has injective and projective 
dimension I 1 if and only if M is CRT-acyclic. This leads to the result in Theorem 
7.3 that an object MEACRT has injective dimension 52 if and only if Mis CRT- 
acyclic. In particular, for each spectrum Y, K, CRTY has injective dimension ~2 in 
ACRT. 
For a KO-module spectrum N, we construct a homotopy object 
n,CRrN = { ~,(NA C(V)), n,N, n,(NA C(q2))1 
in CRT, and we obtain a natural isomorphism KyTN= O(X$~‘(N) in ACRT by 
Theorem 8.2, where 0 : CRT+ ACRT is the right adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
By 9.6 for a spectrum X there is a universal coefficient sequence 
O+Exth$‘(K$RrX, n~RTN)-[X,N],+Hom&RT(K~RTX, nFTN)+O, 
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and more generally by Theorem 9.5 for a spectrum Y there is a KFRT-Adams spec- 
tral sequence {E,S.‘(X, Y)} converging strongly to {X, YK],_,= [X,, Y,],_, with 
E2t(X, Y) = EXt&#* ‘“‘X, K,CRTY) 
where ( )K denotes the K,-localization of [l 11. This Ext term vanishes for s> 2 and 
seems quite calculable for SI 2 by methods explained in Section 7. 
To classify K,-local spectra, we prove in Theorem 10.1 that for each CRT-acyclic 
object ME ACRT, there exists a K,-local spectrum X with KyTX=M. Two such 
K,-local realizations a : KcRTX=M and p: KyTY-M are called strictly 
equivalent if there exists an equivalence f :X= Y with pf, =a. Using the KzRT- 
Adams spectral sequence, we prove in Theorem 10.3 that the strict equivalence 
classes of K,-local realizations of a CRT-acyclic object MEACRT correspond 
(after choosing one as a ‘reference point’) to the elements of ExtiLRT(M,M). The 
ordinary homotopy types of K,-local realizations of M correspond to the orbits of 
ExtfibRT(M,M) under a crossed homomorphism action by Aut M; however, the 
crossed-homomorphism depends on an Adams differential and is not yet 
understood algebraically. Of course, when Ext ihRT(M, M) = 0 for a CRT-acyclic 
object ME ACRT, there is a unique homotopy type realizing M. By 10.4, this hap- 
pens in each of the following cases: (i) Mhas injective dimension 5 1, e.g. M- u(G) 
for a CRT-acyclic object GE CRT; (ii) the non-trivial ‘rational homotopy groups 
of M’ never occur in successive dimensions and MC is either free abelian or divisi- 
ble; (iii) MC is trivial in all odd (or all even) dimensions. Our classification results 
lead to a rich diversity of finite CW-spectra, since each K,-local spectrum X with 
K,X of finite type must be of the form X= FK for a finite spectrum F by Theorem 
11.1, and thus each CRT-acyclic object MEACRT of finite type must occur as 
M-KyTF for a finite spectrum F. 
We believe that our machinery will have other interesting applications. For in- 
stance, using a suitable tensor product for objects of CRT, we can derive a Kunneth 
short exact sequence for the united K-homology of a smash product of spectra or 
a product of spaces, which we plan to discuss elsewhere. We hope that this will pro- 
vide a convenient approach to the KG-homology of a product. 
The results of this paper are easily localized at a set P of primes, using Kg: in 
place of KzRT and Z (,)-modules in place of abelian groups throughout. 
We work in the homotopy category of CW-spectra [3] or any of the other 
equivalent versions of the stable homotopy category. By a ring spectrum E we mean 
a spectrum with an associative multiplication E A E + E and a two sided unit 
So + E, and by a (left) E-module spectrum X we mean a spectrum with a unitary 
and associative multiplication E A X+ X. 
1. The operations of united K-theory 
In this section, we recover and extend some results of Anderson [6], Atiyah [9], 
and Green [ 161, on the spectrum KT of self-conjugate K-theory, giving independent 
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proofs using standard properties of K and KO. We then completely determine the 
algebra Alg(CRT) of graded KO-module maps relating K, KO, and KT. To 
establish notion, we first recall: 
1.1. The spectra Kand KO. The commutative ring spectrum K of complex K-theory 
has 
TtnK= 
iI 
2, for n even, 
0, for n odd, 
with a multiplicatively invertible generator B, E n2K- Z inducing the homotopy 
periodicity. The commutative ring spectrum KO of real K-theory has 
( 
Z, for n = 0,4 mod 8, 
n,KO = Z/2, for n = 1,2 mod 8, 
0, otherwise, 
with a multiplicatively invertible generator B, E ngKO= Z inducing the homotopy 
periodicity, and with generators q E n,K= Z/2, q2 E 7r2KO= Z/2, and <E n4KO= Z 
where r2 = 4B,. There is a complexification map c : KO --f K of ring spectra where 
c*(BR) = B$ and c,(l) = 2Bc, and K is a KO-module spectrum via c. There is a 
reali’cation map r : K+ KO of KO-module spectra where r,(l) = 2, r*(Bc) = v2, 
r,(Bc) = <, and r,(Bs) = 0. There is a conjugation map I,v~’ : K + K of KO-module 
and ring spectra where I,vC’I,YC’ = 1 and t,vc!(B,) = -B,. Finally, the unit map 
S’-+K extends to a map from C(q) =S” U, e2 to K which induces an equivalence 
KO A C(q) 2: K of KO-module spectra. Now c : KO -+ K is induced by a bottom cell 
inclusion So + C(q); rB,’ : K + E2K0 is induced by a top cell projection C(q) + 
S2; and WC’ : K + K is induced by a map a : C(q) --f C(q) of degree 1 on the O-cell 
and degree -1 on the 2-cell. 
1.2. The spectrum KT. The spectrum KT of self-conjugate K-theory [6,9,16] has a 
standard decomposition as KT=KO A C(q2) where C(q2) = So U,Z e3. Here we 
simply define KT= KO A C(q2). There are cofibration sequences 
.X2K0 + KO -+ KT+ .cY3K0, 
KT+K-+z2K+XKT, 
obtained by smashing KO with cofibration sequences 
S2 -+ so + C(Y/2) + .zs2, 
C(V2) + C(V) + X2C(V) + =(Y2), 
and thus, by 1.1, 
Z, for n = 0,3 mod 4, 
n,KT= Z/2, for n = 1 mod 4, 
0, otherwise. 
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To make KT a commutative ring spectrum we need: 
1.3. Properties of C(#). The map q2 : .Z2C(q2) -+ C(q2) is trivial since it factors 
through Ss + So by [22, p. 281. Thus 
C(V2) A C(r2) = C(V2) v Z3C(V2), 
[C(V~), KTI ,, = n,KT@ n, + ,KT, 
and the maps Z”C(q2) -+ KT are rationally detectable for n =0,3 mod 4. 
1.4. The ring spectrum structure of KT. Let I : So + KT be I A b : So A So + KO A 
C(q2), and let I) : C(q2) -+ KT be I A 1 : So A C(q’) + KO A C(q2), where I : So -+ KO 
is the unit and b : So + C(q2) is the bottom cell inclusion. By 1.2 and 1.3 there ex- 
istsauniquemap~:C(~2)~C(~2)~KTsuchthat(b~l)~=~=(1~6)~,and~is 
commutative since it is unique. Using the multiplication KO A KO + KO we extend 
this p to a commutative multiplication p : KTA KT-t KT with unit I : So--f KT. For 
the associativity of p, it suffices to show 
mo = m : C(r2) A C(q2) A C(q2) + KT 
where m = ,u(,u A 1) and rr is a permutation of order 3. Clearly mo - m is trivial on 
So A C(q2) A C(r2), C(q2) A so A C(q’), and C(q2) A C(q2) A So. Thus mo - m is 
trivial on the 6-skeleton of C(q2) A C(q’) A C(q2) by 1.3. Hence ma-m factors 
through the top cell projection C(q2) A C(V~)A C(q2) -+ S9, and mu-m = 
(ma - m)o’ for all i. Now 3(mo - m) = 0 because o3 = 1 and 2(ma - m) = 0 because 
ngKT= Z/2. Thus ma-m = 0, and KT is a commutative ring spectrum. 
1.5. The maps E : KO -+ KT and 6 : KT-+ K. There are unique KO-module maps 
E : KO --f KT and [ : KT+ K respecting the unit maps. They are induced by b : So + 
C(q2) and by any map h: C(#+ C(V) of degree 1 on the O-cells. Both 
E : KO + KT and 5 : KT+ K are ring spectrum maps, as shown for [ using the ra- 
tional detectability of maps C(r2) A C(r2) + K. The composition [e : KO --f K 
equals the complexification map c. 
1.6. The graded ring n,KT. Using the cofibration sequence 
KO : KT - E3K0 - EKO 
and knowledge of c * : n,KO + n,K, we find that [, : n4,KT= n4,,K for all n. Thus 
there is a multiplicatively invertible generator Br E n4KT- Z with c,(Br) = Bh and 
B7 : E4KT= KT. Let q E n,KT= Z/2 be the generator ~(1) for q E nlSo and choose 
a generator o E n3KT= Z. The commutative graded ring n,KT is now determined 
since r12 = 0, qo = 0, and m2 = 0. Moreover, E ,:n,KOjn,KTandr,:n,KT-tn,K 
are determined by E*(V) = II, s*(5) = 2Br, s*(BR) = B$, C,(q) = 0, c*(o) = 0, 
C*(BT)=& 
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1.7. The maps y : K-t EKT and z : EKT-t KO. There are unique KO-module maps 
y : K -+l?KT and T : zKT+ KO with y,(B&) = cc) in n,KT and r.+(o) = r in r4K0. 
The corresponding maps yB, : K + .E’KT and sB?’ : F’KT+ E2K0 are induced 
by maps j: C(r) +Z-‘C(q2) and k: X-‘C(y’) + S2 of degree 1 on 2-cells. 
Moreover, y : K+ ZlKTis a KT-module spectrum map. The maps y* : n*K + n,_,KT 
and T, : n,-,KT+ n,KO are determined by y,(Bp) = BgP ‘co, y*(Bp”)) = BFq, 
t,(B$‘co)=B;& r,(B:“+‘o)=2B;+1, ~*(Bp)=Bir/, T*(B~+])=O, ~,(Bpq)= 
B;jV2, and r*(Bp+ ’ r) = 0. Finally, the composition sy : K-t KO equals the 
realification map r. 
1.8. The conjugation map I,.v;‘- .KT -+ KT. There is a unique KO-module map 
I,u?’ : KT+KT such that V/T’(~)= 1 and t,~Fl(o)= --0 in n,KT. It is induced by 
any map a : C(q2) + C(q2) of degree 1 on the O-cell and degree - 1 on the 3-cell. 
Moreover, I+v~’ * . KT- KT is a ring spectrum map with w;‘v/F’ = 1 : KT+ KT and 
W$ : n,KT+ n,KT is determined by 1+~$(1;1) = q, I,u$(u) = -0, and v/$(B~) = B,. 
1.9. The operation algebra of united K-theory. We now explicitly determine the 
preadditive category Alg(CRT) whose morphisms are the graded KO-module maps 
between objects. For KO-module spectra A4 and N, we let [M,N]foC [M,N]. 
denote the group of KO-module maps PM+ N and note that [KOAX, N]f”= 
[X,N], for each spectrum X. It is straightforward to show: 
WA;:= ZOZ= (BE) 0 (B&c’), 
KKl~~,=O, [KO,K]f;P-Z=(B;[e), 
[KO, Kl;i I z= 0, [K,KO]&Z=(syB;), 
[K, KOlfz I = 0, [KO,KO]$Z=(B;;), 
[KO, KO]fj+ , = Z/2 = (B;r/), [K0,KO]f;+,=Z/2=(B;Iq2), 
[KO,KO]~~+,=Z=(B;;syB~5&), [KO,KO]fz+i=O for i~{3,5,6,7}, 
[K,KT]f,O-Z-(cryBE), [K,KT];;+,-Z=(yB;+‘), 
[KT,K]f;=Z=(B;& [KT, Klfi 1 =Z- (B;@r), 
[KO,KT]f;-Z-(B;E), [KO, KT]f;+ , = Z/2 = (B;r/e), 
W,KTlfjpO, [K0,KT]~~+3=Z=(B~+1yS~), 
[KT, KO]f;= Z= (ry[B;), [KT,KO]f;+,=Z=(rB;), 
[KT,K0]~~+2-Z2/2=(~~B~), KO [KT, KOI,,, + 3 =O, 
[KT, KT]$j = Z@Z- (B;) 0 U++G’), 
[KT, KTl:O+, = Z@ Z/2= (B;ET) 0 (B;r/), 
KO [KT, KT]‘,, + 2 = Z/2 = (B;yes), [KT,KT]f;!,=Z=:B;o). 
All of the above maps except for B;~ET in [KT, KT]ff+2, are detected by their 
actions on homotopy groups. Their compositions are determined by the following 
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identities: 2~ = 0, q3 = 0 in [KO,KO]f’, q2= 0 in [KT,KT]f’, q =0 in [K,K]fCo, 
qf=fu for all maps f, 
I&/~’ = 1, &//$ = 1, VT’& = BTwT’, 
&B, = -B&‘, I& = E, WC? = rv4 = r, 
&y = -yv/g = -y, ri+vT’ = -7, &BR = B$E, 
Ub = Bk B,Y = YB;, TB$ = BR r’, 
‘SE = q, rB+ = 0, rr = 0, 
Y&C = 1;1, B+s = mBT+ r/B,, @sy = 1+ I&, 
&syr= l+&, sy[e = 2, y&T = 1 -I++ 
Using the factorizations c = &s, r=ry, <=syBi[e, and w =BTyc, we have 
cr= 1 +I+v;‘, &<=2Bre, (T=~T&, r2=4BT, etc. 
1.10. Anderson duality. There is a categorical anti-automorphism 
x : Alg(CRT) -+ Alg(CRT) 
which acts as the identity on objects and satisfies x2(f)=f, x(fg)=x(g))x(p), 
x(1) = 1, and x(fk h) =x(f) + x(h) for arbitrary morphismsf, g, h. It is determined 
by the equations x(e)=r, x(r)=&, x(()=Y, x(Y)=~, x(rl)=rl, x(Bc)=&, x(Bd= 
BR, x(B,)=BT, x(wC’)=WC’~ and x(wT’)=--wT~. Thus x(r)=c, x(c)=r, x(0= 
C, xb)=w, etc., and there are isomorphisms x : [KO, K]z’= [K, KO]:‘, 
x : [KO, KTp = [KT, KO]2? 1, etc. This categorical anti-automorphism is a mani- 
festation of a more general duality of Anderson (see [7,12,23]) closely related to that 
of Brown and Comenetz [14]. 
1.11. Cofibration sequences of united K-theory. Smashing KO with the cofibration 
sequence 
S’ A so - C(q) - _Zs’, 
s2 2 so - C(rf2) - xs2, 
c(z72) L WY) - Z2C(rl) - -wv2), 
we obtain Anderson’s cofibration sequence 
ZKO -r, KO 5 K 5 Z2K0, 
2 
E2K0 2 KO > KT SBT’ z3K0, 
5 B$(l -I&) YBC 
KT-KpZ2K-ZKT. 
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with maps labeled up to sign, where the third sequence is equivalent via 
B, : Z2K= K to 
i l-l& 
KT-K- K-IltZKT 
and where the maps are determined using 1.9. 
2. The united K-homology functor K*cRT 
In this section, we introduce the functor KFRT which carries a spectrum X to an 
object KFRTX= {K,X, KO,X, KT,X) of: 
2.1. The abelian category CRT. Let CRT be the category of graded left modules 
over the operation algebra Alg(CRT) of 1.9. Thus an object of CRT is a triplet 
M= {MC,MR,MT} of Z-graded abelian groups with homomorphisms (called 
operations) 
Bc:M,C=M,C,2r I& : M*c”M,c, BR zM~zM~+~, 
R 
wMM*R+M*+,, B=: M*T=M*T+$, I& : kf:=A/f,T, 
VA+&,, e:M,R-+M;, 
C [:M&M*, 
y:M,C-tM,T,, r:Mf+M,R,,, 
satisfying the relations listed in 1.9. A morphism of CRT is a triplet of graded 
homomorphisms of degree 0 commuting with the above operations. Clearly, CRT 
is an abelian category with a suspension functor Z : CRT= CRT defined by (ZM), = 
M,-I. For MECRT, let c=@:Mf+M,, ’ r=ty:MF+Mf, <=rB$c:Mf+ 
ML, and u=BT~~IM,T+MF+~. The subscripts of B and of I+-’ will sometimes 
be omitted. 
2.2 The functors KFRT. The united K-homology functor KFRT carries a spectrum 
X to the object K, cRTX= (K,X, KO,X, KT,X} of CRT with operations induced 
by the maps of Section 1. Clearly, KFRT preserves suspensions, takes wedges to 
direct sums, and takes cofibration sequences to exact sequences. Though seldom 
needed in this paper, there is also a united K-cohomology functor K&T which 
carries a spectrum X to an object K&T x= {K*X,KO*X, KT*X} in CRT with 
GRT-U~=JGTX. 
2.3. CRT-acyclicity. For an object MECRT, the sequences 
(i) 
rl 
1.. ---_* Mf 2 Mf+, 2 M:+, c Mc_1 + ... 
v2 & TB-’ 
(ii) R q2 .+. - M,” - M$+2 - MT+2 - M,_, - ... 
(iii) 
i 
+*a - M,’ - M,” 
1-y- Y i ___, M,C - M,T_, --t . . . 
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may be regarded as chain complexes, and M is called CR T-acyclic when these com- 
plexes are acyclic, i.e. exact. This implies that the chain complexes 
(iv) 
(TB-‘, --T) 
. . . - A& - M,ROMk, 
(B’c, c) 
- M,c+, 
erB-’ (TB-‘, -5) 
- M,T+* - . . . 
+ ML3 
(rB-‘, -r77) @VA E) 
____f M,ROM:+5 - M,T,5 
ETB-’ (TB-‘, -r/r) 
- A& . .a. 
are also acyclic since they may be derived from the commutative ladders 
*+3 ...-M[~ - ~zc-~~z-~~z-.O. 
*+4 
__f . . . 
‘-‘:--7i+1y... 
--+&if R T . . . 
*+5 -M *+5 -M 
R R 
*+2 -M et4 - . . . . 
For a spectrum X, the objects K*CRTX E CRT and K&TX are CR T-acyclic by 1.11, 
and we recover the exact sequences of Anderson [6] from (i)-(v). For a map 
f : M+ N of CRT-acyclic objects in CRT, if any one of the maps fc : MC -+ NC, 
fR:MR+NR, orfT:MT -+NT is an isomorphism, then so are the others by the 
Slemma. Thus, the KcRT -equivalences of spectra are the same as the K,-equiva- 
lences. Finally, for a short exact sequence in CRT, if any two of the objects are 
CRT-acyclic, then so is the third. 
2.4. The free objects of CRT. For each n E Z and L E (C, R, T}, there is a 
monogenic free object F,(b, n) E CRT on a generator bE F,(b, n)f; having the 
universal property that, for each ME CRT and y EM:, there exists a unique map 
f : F,(b, n) --t M with f(b) = y. A free object of CRT is a direct sum of monogenic 
free objects. To construct F&b, n), we refer to 1.9 and let F,(b, n)F+i = [K, K]:‘, 
F&b, n)f+ i = [K, KO]:‘, and Fc(b, n),T, i = [K, KT]:‘. Thus 
F,(b,n)~,,i=ZOZ~((B~b)O(B~wc’b), 
Fc(b,n)Ft2i+lz0, Fc(b,n)~+,i~ZZ(rB~b), 
Fc(hn)ftzt I% 0, Fc(b,n),T,2i~ZZ(erB~b), 
Fc(b,n),T,,i+lZZ=(yB~‘b). 
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Similarly, 
F,(b,n),C+2;~ZZa(B~cb), FR(b,n),C+,;+,=O, 
F’(b,n)f+si=Z=(Bkb), F,(b,n),R+,;+1-Z/2=(B~~b), 
FR(b,n)~+si+2=Z/2a(B~y12b), F,(b,n)~+8;+4~Z~(Bkrb), 
FR(b,n)f+giij=O forje{3,5,6,7), 
FR (by NT+ 4i = Z- ‘,B$b), FR(b, n):+,;+, = Z/2 = (B&b), 
FR(b,d+‘,i+2=0, FR(b,n),T+4;+3~ZZ=(B~‘ycb). 
Likewise 
F,(b,n)~+2i~Z”(B~rb), FT(b,n),C+,i+,~Z=(B~cTb), 
F,(b, n)f+p Z= (rlB;b), FT(b,n)~+4i+l”Z”(sB~b), 
&(b, &+4;+24/2= (z;lsB$b), F~(b,nf+,j+,=O, 
Fdb, 6,~ = ZOZ- (Bkb) @ (B;Il/F’b), 
&(b, ~I),T,~;+ 1 = Z@ Z/2 = (B$rb) @ (B$b), 
F,(b,n),T,W+2=2/2~(B~rl&rb), F,(b,n),T,4i+3~Z”(B~ob). 
The free objects of CRT are CRT-acyclic and have geometric interpretations as 
the united K-homologies of wedges of copies of spectra S”, PC(q), and Z;“C(q2). 
Specifically, there are isomorphisms 
F,(b, n), = K,CRT (z”Dc(q)) - K*CRT(P2C(q)), 
FR(b, n), =KcRT (,PDSO) = K*cR y?), 
F,(b,n), -K,CRT(z”DC(q2))=K,CRT(.Y3C(~2)), 
in CRT where D is the Spanier-Whitehead duality functor. These may be establish- 
ed as formal consequences of the natural isomorphism 
[KO A J, El:‘= E,(DJ) 
for a KO-module spectrum E and finite spectrum J. 
2.5. The objects AL(G,n) of CRT, For each n E 2 and L E {C, R, T}, the forgetful 
functor ( )f; : CRT&Ab has a right adjoint AL( ,n) :Ab -+ CRT where Ab is the 
category of abelian groups. To construct A,(G,n), we refer to 2.4 and let 
A,(G, n):+ i = Hom,(F*(b, n + i);, G) 
for H,Le {C,R, T}. There are isomorphisms Ao(G,n)=Ac(G,n+2k), AR(G,n)z 
AR(G, n + 8k), and A,(G, n) =Ar(G, n + 4k) for all G, n, k. The object /i&G, n) is 
always CRT-acyclic, while /1R(G, n) and Ar(G, n) are CRT-acyclic if and only if G 
is 2-divisible. It is straightforward, to show that there is an isomorphism 
KFRT(Z”C(~) AMG) =&(G, n) 
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for each G, and there are isomorphisms 
K*CRT(L”‘MG) = AR (G, n + 4), 
K,CRT(FC(q2) AMG) =A,(G, n + 3), 
for each 2-divisible G where MG denotes the Moore spectrum with n,MG=O for 
i< 0 and &(MG) = G. 
3. Homological dimension in the abelian category CRT 
In this section we establish simple criteria for determining the projective and in- 
jective dimensions of objects in CRT. Our results resemble those of [21] for modules 
over a finite group. We first introduce: 
3.1. Ext functors in CRT. The free objects of CRT provide enough projectives, 
while the finite direct sums of objects A&G,, n), /1R(H,, n) and A#,, n) with G,, 
H,,, and I,, divisible provide enough injectives in CRT. The functors 
are now defined as usual for L, ME CRT, sz 0, and t E Z. Our results on projective 
and injective dimension in CRT will obviously imply vanishing results for these 
functors. 
3.2. Theorem. For an object ME CRT, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is projective in CRT; 
(ii) M is CRT-acyclic with MC free abelian; 
(iii) A4 is free in CRT. 
This will be proved in 3.12. It shows that a spectrum X with K,X free abelian 
must have KFRT X isomorphic in CRT to a direct sum of iterated suspensions of 
KcRTC(v), KFTSo, and KcRTC(q2). 
3.3. Theorem. For an object ME CRT, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is injective in CRT; 
(ii) M is CRT-acyclic with MC divisible; 
(iii) M is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of objects A&G,,, n), AR(H,,, n), and 
Ar(Z,,, n) where the G, and Z,, are divisible 2-torsion groups and the H,, are divisible 
groups. 
This will be proved in 3.13. It shows that a spectrum X with K,X divisible must 
have KFRTX isomorphic in CRT to a finite direct sum of iterated suspensions of 
K$RT(C(q) AMG,), KcRT(MH,), and KzRT (C(s2)/\MZ,J. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 
easily imply: 
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3.4. Theorem. For an object ME CRT, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M has projective dimension I 1 in CRT; 
(ii) M has finite projective dimension in CRT; 
(iii) M is CRT-acyclic; 
(iv) M has injective dimension s 1 in CRT; 
(v) M has finite injective dimension in CRT. q 
This shows, for each spectrum X, that K, cRTX has projective dimension I 1 and 
injective dimension 5 1 in CRT. The similarity of our results on injective dimension 
to those on projective dimension is not surprising in view of the Anderson duality 
(1.10) for Alg(CRT). To prepare for the proofs of 3.2 and 3.3 we must first study: 
3.5. The abelian category Znv. Let (1, J,-‘} be the group with (I,v-‘)~= 1, and let 
Znu be the category of Z{ 1, I,-‘}-modules, i.e. abelian groups with an involution 
V -l. For an abelian group G, let G 0 t,-‘G E Zno, i+G E Zno, and i-G EZnu respec- 
tively denote G @ G with I,-’ interchanging summands, G with ry-’ = 1, and G 
with w-l= -1. For an object MeZnu, let M+ and M- respectiveIy denote 
{xeM 1 v/-‘x=x} and {XEM 1 we’x= -x}. An object M~znu is called Znu-acyclic 
when the chain complex ‘&7*(M) given by 
M-Mly/l- 
1+u/-’ 1+y-’ l-y-’ 
. . . _, M------t MA . . . 
is acyclic. Thus G@r+-‘G is Znu-acyclic for each G, whiIe i+G and i-G are 
Znu-acyclic if and only if G is uniquely 2-divisible. Using Znu-acyclicity in place of 
CRT-acyclicity, we now obtain precursors of Theorems 3.2-3.4. 
3.6. Proposition. For an object Melno, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is projective in Znu; 
(ii) M is Znu-acyclic and free abelian; 
(iii) M is a free Z { 1, v/-l )-module, i.e., M is isomorphic to G @ I,-‘G for a free 
abelian group G. 
Proof. The equivalence (i) N (ii) follows by [21, 4.111, while (i) e (iii) follows by 
[15, 74.31 when G is finitely generated and by [lo, 4.51 otherwise. 0 
When M is finitely generated, the following result is a special case of [15, 74.31. 
3.7. Proposition. Each free abelian object ME Znu is isomorphic to (G @ I,-‘G) 0 
i’ff 0 i-Z for free abelian groups G, H, and I. 
Proof. The quotient M/M+ is free abelian with I,-’ = - 1 since M/M+= 
(1 - y-‘)MCM. The associated short exact sequence 
0 -+ g*(M+) -+ g.+.(M) + g&M/M+) + 0 
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has a boundary homomorphism i3,: M/W 0 Z/2 + M+ @ Z/2 given by a,[x] = 
[(I + y-‘)x1. By inductively modifying a well-ordered basis for the free abelian 
group M+, choose a basis {a,},U {bp}p for M+ such that {a,}, projects to a basis 
for the Z/2-module coker a, and {bp}p projects trivially to coker a,. Likewise 
choose a basis {c~}~ U {cI,}~ for M/M+ such that {c~}~ projects to a basis for im a, 
and (d&j6 projects trjvially to jm a,, The elements cg and f& have liftjngs i;,EM 
and $EM with (1+ ~,-~)C~y~Span{b~}~ and (1+ I+-‘)&=O. Thus 
M=Span({bpIpU (~~,>,)oSpan(a,},OSpan{~~~6 
where Span[{@Js U {CY>J is a free Z{ 1, v-“)-module by Proposition 3.6. q 
3.8. Proposition. Each 2-divisible object ME Inu is isomorphic to (GO w-‘G)@ 
i+H@ i-I for a divisible 2-torsion group G and 2-divisible groups H and I. 
Proof. Choose a ~ecomposifion$IJ={V 0 ff-‘V)@Ji+W Of ,M= IXEM) 2X=0), 
and let G be a divisible 2-torsion group with 2G = I/. Since M is 2-divisible, the inclu- 
sion V @ t,-’ V CM extends to a monomorphism G @ w-l G + M. Since G 0 y/-l G 
is injective, there is a decomposition M=(G@ y-‘G)@J where J is 2-divisible 
with ly -‘=l on *.I. For XEJ, choose X’EJ with 2x/=x. Then x=(l+rc/-‘)x’+ 
(1-w-l)x’, and if 2x=0 then 2(1+1,-‘)x’=O=2(1-y/-‘)x’since I,-‘x=x. Thus, 
LlS2iig G% SfiOii CZAW.?L StTZC&TK~ 
with 3= (1 + w-‘)_I n (1 - I,-~)J, we find that 30 Z/2 =O. Since 1 = I+-’ = -1 on J, 
this implies that J=O, and we may let H=(l + I,Y-‘)J and I=(1 - t+-‘)J. 0 
This easily implies: 
3.9. Proposition. For an object Melno, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is injective in Inu; 
(ii) M is Inv-acyclic and divisible; 
(iii) M is isomorphic to (G 0 I,-’ G) @ i+H@ i-Z for a divisible 2-torsion group 
G and divisible 2-torsion free groups H and I. 0 
An immediate consequence of Propositions 3.6 and 3.9 or of [21, 4.121 is: 
3.10. Proposition. For an object M~lnv, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M has projective dimension I 1 in Znv; 
(ii) M has finite projective dimension in Inv; 
(iii) M is Inv-acyclic; 
(iv) M has injective dimension I 1 in Inv; 
(v) M has finite injective dimension in Inv. 0 
To prove Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we also need: 
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3.11. Proposition. For a CRT-acyclic object MECRT, the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) M,” is Inv-acyclic for each n; 
(ii) q=O in MR; 
(iii) q2 = 0 in MR and rps = 0 in MT. 
Proof. We deduce (i) H (ii) from the derived couple of 2.3(i) and deduce (ii) e (iii) 
from 2.3(ii) together with the relation q&r = E~Z. 
Thus for a spectrum X the following are equivalent: (i) K,,X is Inv-acyclic for 
each n; (ii) II= 0 in KO,X; (iii) q2=0 in KO,X and y&r=0 in KT,X. 0 
3.12. Proof of Theorem 3.2. It suffices to show (ii) * (iii). Let MECRT be 
CRT-acyclic with MC free abelian. Use Proposition 3.7 to decompose MC as 
(GO I,-’ G) @ i’H@ i-Z and take the map 0, F&a,, 0) -+ M corresponding to a 
basis {a,} for the free abelian group G. This is manic and its cokernel rii is CRT- 
acyclic with liic free abelian and with MOOc= (J$)’ 0 (A?:>-. Similarly decompose 
A?fic and obtain a CRT-acyclic cokernel N with NC free abelian and NC= 
(NC)’ @ (NC)). The map q2 : NOR -+ N2R factors as a composition 
NOR & (N,c)+ %+ rB(NF)‘c Nf 
where rB(NF)’ is a Z/2-module since crB(NF)+ =(l + t,-‘)(Nzc)) =O. Choose a 
basis {bp}p U {c~}~ U {d,}, for (NF)+ such that {bp}8 projects to a basis for 
rB(NF)‘/r2(Nt), {c~}~ projects to a basis for a”(N,“), and {d,}, projects trivially 
to rB(Nc)‘. Since 2(Nc)‘Cc(N$) and q2 = (rB)c, each cY can be replaced by an 
element c(m,) for m,, E N[ such that c(m,) - cY E Span{ d,}d and q2(m,) = rB(cy). 
The corresponding map 0, FR(mY, 0) -+ N is manic, and its cokernel N is CRT- 
acyclic with NC free abelian, with NC= (NC)’ 0 (NC)-, and q2(Nt) = 0. Repeat 
this construction in successive dimensions to finally give a CRT-acyclic cokernel P 
with PC free abelian, PC= (PC)’ @(PC)-, and q2PR = 0. Then by 2.3(iii) there is 
an exact sequence 
0 - (P,c,J+@(P*c)p/2 2 P*’ 
i 
- (P,c>’ - 0 
which reduces to an exact sequence 
0 - (P,C,,)+ J+ P,T/tors -i, (PC)+ -0 
with y(p,“, 1)+ = (Pl/tors)-. By 2.3(ii) there is an exact sequence 
& 
0 - P*” - P*’ 
TB-’ 
- P*R_j -0 
which reduces to an exact sequence 
rB- ’ 
0 --t P,R/tors L P,T/tors - P*“_ ,/tors -0 
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with s(Pf/tors) = (Pz/tors)+, since 
tors Pc_3 = ker(c: Pf_3 + P*c_3) = vP$_~ 
and since 
tors Pz = y(Pz)- = yB[Pz_ 1 = ylPT_ , . 
Since Per/tars is free abelian, it decomposes as (GO v-‘G) @ i+H@ i-Z. The 
epimorphism q&t : P,,r/tors + qstPo restricts to an epimorphism q&r : G + ty&rPo’ 
since (q&r)~ = 0 = (~E~)s)E and (q&s) I+-’ = q&r. Choose a basis {s,},U {tr}, for G 
such that (s,}, projects to a basis for qcsPo’ and (tr}r projects trivially to q&rPo’, 
and lift each s, to an element .& E PO’. The corresponding map 0, Fr&, 0) + P is 
manic, and its cokernel P is CRT-acyclic with PC free abelian, PC= (PC)’ @(PC)-, 
v2(PR)=0, and +@-,r) =O. Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to 
finally give a cokernel which is trivial by Proposition 3.11. Thus the original object 
M is free in CRT. 0 
3.13. Proof of Theorem 3.3. It suffices to show (ii) * (iii). Let MECRT be 
CRT-acyclic with each M,” divisible. By Proposition 3.8 the kernel of each 
1 - I,-’ : MF+ M,” is composed of divisible and Z/2-module summands. Thus by 
2.3(i) and (iii) each M,” and M,’ is also composed of divisible and Z/2-module sum- 
mands. Hence v~(~M~)=~~(M~) and q&&Mr)=)?sr(Mr). Let D be a divisible 
2-torsion group with 2D = q2(Mf) and choose a homomorphism MF + D extending 
the identity on q2(Mp). It is straightforward to show that the induced map 
M+AR(D, 3) is Onto with 2MC-+2AR(D,3)C onto since ~~(~Mp)=v~(Mp). The 
kernel M of M+AR(D,3) is CRT-acyclic with MC divisible and ty2(Mf)=0. 
Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to give a CRT-acyclic kernel N 
with NC divisible and q2(NR) =O. Let E be a divisible 2-torsion group with 
2E= q&r(N[) and choose a homomorphism NT+ E extending the identity on 
q~t(N~). It is straightforward to show that the induced map N-+AT(E,3) is onto 
with 2Nc --f 2-4 T-E 3)’ onto since q~r(~N~)= q.sr(NT). The kernel N of 
N-+AT(E, 3) is CRT-acyclic with NC divisible, q2(NR) =O, and JET =O. 
Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to finally give a CRT-acyclic 
kernel P satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.11 with PC divisible. There are 
natural decompositions Pf = (PC)’ and P T - * - (Pf)’ 0 (P,“, I)+ by Theorem 4.6 
below. These combine with decompositions of P~~Ztzo from Proposition 3.9 to 
provide a decomposition of P as a finite direct sum of objects A,(G,,n) and 
/1R(A,,n) where the G, are divisible 2-torsion, and the A, are divisible without 
2-torsion. The original object now decomposes as specified in Theorem 3.3(iii). 0 
4. The ahelian categories C and CR 
The united K-homology {K,X, KO,X, KT,X} of a spectrum X can often be 
replaced by K,X or by {K,X, KO,X} without essential loss. To permit this we in- 
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traduce abelian categories C and CR containing these simpler homology objects, 
and we establish relations between these categories and CRT. 
4.1. The abelian category C. To deal with K,X for a spectrum X, let C be the 
category of graded left modules over the algebra Alg(C) of graded KO-module self- 
maps of K. Thus an object of C is a graded abelian group M with homomorphisms 
(called operations) B : M, = M, + 2 and I,/-’ : M* = M,, satisfying the relations 
v/-V ’ = 1 and I,-‘B= -By/ -I. A morphism in C is a graded homomorphism of 
degree 0 commuting with the above operations. Clearly C is an abelian category with 
a suspension functor L’: C= C defined by (ZM), = M, _ 1. The functors K, and K * 
carry a spectrum X to objects K,X and K*X of C with properties as in 2.2. An ob- 
ject ME C is called C-acyclic when 
1+y- l-y/-’ + M, 1_II/-‘, . . . 
is acyclic, i.e. when each M,, is Znu-acyclic. Thus by Proposition 3.11, K,X is C- 
acyclic if and only if q = 0 in KO,X. The homological properties of C are easily 
deduced from those of Znu, since there is an equivalence of abelian categories 
C-, Znu x Zno carrying each ME C to (M,, Ml) E Zno x Znu. The functors 
Ext$@, M) = Ext;(L?L, M) 
are defined as usual for L,ME C, sr0, and t EZ, and they satisfy 
Ect~‘(L,M)~Ext~~,(L,,M,)OExt~~,(L,,M,+,). 
4.2. Universal functors from C to CRT. The forgetful functor ( )‘: CRT-+ C has 
a left adjoint @‘:I?-CRT with (@M)$=M,, (&M)f=(M,)+, and (&M)z= 
(M*)+O(M,+I)+, where (M,), is the cokernel of 1 - I,-’ : M* -+M*. The new 
operations in Q’M are defined by II = 0, u/r’ [x, y] = [x, -y], BR [x] = [B4x], B,[x, y] = 
[B2x, B2y], E[X] = [x, 01, c[x, y] =x+ v/-lx, yx= [0,x], and r[x, y] = [y]. The forget- 
ful functor ( )‘: CRT+ C also has a right adjoint Q : C-P CRT with (@M)z=M,, 
(@M)f=Mi, and (QM)~=M~@M~+,, where Mz is the kernel of 1 - I,~’ : M, --) 
M.+. The new operations in QM are defined by YZ = 0, I+-’ (x, y) = (x, -y), BR (x) = 
B4x, B,(x, Y) = (B’x, B2y), &(x)=(x,0), [(x,y)=x, ~x=(O,x+ly-lx), and 
r(x, y) = y. The following three lemmas are easily proved. 
4.3. Lemma. Zf M is projective in C, then @M is projective in CRT. Zf M is injective 
in C, then QM is injective in CRT. 0 
4.4. Lemma. Let 0 + L + M-, N+ 0 be an exact sequence in C. Zf N is C-acyclic, 
then 0 + Q’L + @‘M-* @N-+ 0 is exact in CRT. Zf L is C-acyclic, then 0 --f QL --) 
QM+QN+O is exact in CRT. 0 
4.5. Lemma. Zf ME C is C-acyclic, then Q’M and QM are CRT-acyclic. 0 
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4.6. Theorem. If L, M e CRT are CRT-acyclic objects with q = 0 in MR, then there 
are natural isomorphisms 
@(MC)- M= @(MC), 
Ext&(M, L) = Ext”C’(MC, L’), 
Ext&(L, M) = Ext$‘(LC, MC). 
Proof. Since MC is C-acyclic by Proposition 3.11, this follows from the above 
lemmas using the comparison result of 2.3. 0 
For a spectrum X with q = 0 in KO,X, or equivalently with K,X C-acyclic, we 
have now ‘computed’ KO,X and KT,X in terms of K,X. 
4.7. The abelian category CR. To deal with {K,X,KO,X} for a spectrum X, let 
CR be the category of graded left modules over the preadditive category Alg(CR) 
whose objects are K and KO, and whose morphisms are the graded KO-module 
maps between objects. Thus an object of CR is a pair M= {MC, MR} of Z-graded 
abelian groups with homomorphisms (called operations) 
B,zM,C=MM,C,~, &:M,C=M,C, 
BR:MczM$+g, q:M,R-*Mf+l, 
c:M;+M:, r:M$+Mf, 
satisfying the relations 
2q = 0, r$ = 0, VBR=BRYI, 
qr = 0, cq = 0, I/&~~ = 1, 
&Bc = -B,v/& r-WC1 = r, I& = c, 
CBR = B$c, rB$ = BRr, cr= l+y/Cl, 
rc = 2, rBcc = q2, rB;‘c = 0. 
A morphism of CR is a pair of graded homomorphisms of degree 0 commuting with 
the above operations. Clearly, CR is an abelian category with a suspension functor 
Z: CR = CR defined by (ZM)* = M, _ , . Let KcR and K& be the functors carrying 
a spectrum X to objects K!fRX= {K,X, KO,X} and K&X= (K*X, KO*X} of CR 
with properties as in 2.2. An object MECR is called CR-acyclic when the chain 
complexes 
(ii) . . . - aM,” A qM,R,r II, vM,R,~ A . . . 
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are acyclic. Note that (ii) is automatically acyclic when q = 0 in MR or when (i) is 
acyclic with A4:= 0 for some n. For a spectrum X, KcRX is CR-acyclic if and only 
if q acts acyclically on q(KO,X), and this holds automatically when Q = 0 in KO,X 
or when K,X=O for some n. 
For each n E Z, there are monogenic free objects Fc(b, n) E CR and FR (b, n) E CR 
obtained by restricting their namesakes in 2.4. A free object of CR is a direct sum 
of monogenic free objects. For each n E Z and L E {C, R}, the forgetful functor 
( )f; : CR +Ab has a right adjoint AL( , n) : Ab + CR obtained by restricting its 
namesake in 2.5. The free objects of CR provide enough projecives, while the finite 
direct sums of objects &(Gn,n) and AR(H,,n) with G, and H,, divisible provide 
enough injectives in CR. The functors 
Ex&(L, M) = Ext’& (E’L, M) 
are now defined as usual for L, ME CR, SI 0, and t E Z. Using the methods of Sec- 
tion 3, it is straightforward to prove the following three results. 
4.8. Proposition. For an object ME CR, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is projective in CR ; 
(ii) M is CR-acyclic with MC free abelian; 
(iii) M is free in CR. 0 
4.9. Proposition. For an object ME CR, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is injective in CR ; 
(ii) M is CR-acyclic with MC divisible; 
(iii) M is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of objects A,(G,,n) and AR(H,,, n) 
where the G, are divisible 2-torsion groups and the H,, are divisible groups. 0 
4.10. Proposition. For an object ME CR, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M has projective dimension I 1 in CR ; 
(ii) M has finite projective dimension in CR; 
(iii) M is CR-acyclic; 
(iv) M has injective dimension I 1 in CR; 
(v) M has finite injective dimension in CR. 0 
4.11. Universal functors from CR to CRT. The forgetful functor ( )cR : CRT-, CR 
has a left adjoint CT’ : CR + CRT with (o’M)“=MC and (cJ’M)~ =MR. The con- 
struction of (D’M)~ is based on the identities ~(1 - v-r) = 0, eq2= 0, (BE)v~= 0, 
y(Bc) = EV, &(rB2) = (&)r, and r(B3c) = (BE)~ in Alg(CRT). Specifically, (o/M): is 
the quotient of M:+ 1 @M,“@Mf_4 by the relations 
[(l -I,-‘)u,O,O] = 0 for UEM$+~, [O,q’v,O] = 0 for UEMC-2, 
[0,0,q2w] = 0 for WEM$_~, 
[Bcx, 0, 0] = [0, vx, 0] for x E M,“- 1, 
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[O,rB’y,Ol = [O,O,ry] for y~Mc_~, 
[B3cz,0,0] = [O,O,qz] for z~M$_s. 
The operations on (a’M)r are defined by 
rl[X,Y,Zl = [rlx,nY,rlzl, v-‘[x,Y,z1 = [-&Y,Zl, 
B[x,y,zl = [B2x,Bz,~l, Cb,~,zl = cy+B2cz, 
~[x,y,zl = rx+rly, Ey = [O,y,Ol, YX= [x,0,01. 
The forgetful functor ( ) cR : CRT-, CR also has a right adjoint 0 : CR + CRT with 
(cJM)~ = MC and (cJM)~ = MR. The construction of (aM)r is dual (see 1.10) to that 
of (a’M)r. It is based on the identities (1 - I,-‘) < = 0, q2r = 0, q2(zB) = 0, (rB) c = 
qr, (B2c)s= c(TB), and (rB3)c= q(rB) in Alg(CRT). Specifically, (aM)c consists 
of all (x, y,z) with XEMF, y~Mf+ 1, and ZEM~,, such that (1 -I,-‘)x=0, 
r2y = 0, q2z = 0, rBx = qy, B2cy = cz, and rB3x = qz. The operations on (oM)c are 
defined by 
II(X,Y,Z) = (rl&rlY,rlZh WP1kY,Z) = cc-Y,-z), 
B(x, Y, z) = (B2x, z, BY), C(x, Y, z) = x, 
~(x, Y, z) = Y, E(X) = (cx, rlx, oh y(y) = (0, ry, rB2y). 
4.12. Lemma. If A4 is projective in CR, then a’M is projective in CRT. If M is in- 
jective in CR, then oM is injective in CRT. 
Proof. This follows by an adjunction argument. 0 
4.13. Lemma. Let 0 + L +M+ N+ 0 be an exact sequence in CR. Zf N is CR- 
acyclic, then 0 + a’L -+ a’M+ o’N + 0 is exact in CRT. If L is CR-acyclic, then 
O-taL+oM+aN-+O is exact in CRT. 
Proof. First let 0 -+ H+ I-+ J-t 0 be an exact sequence of CR-acyclic objects in CR. 
Then 0-t qH: + ylTf + q Jf -+ 0 and 0 -+ v2Hf + 11’Zf + q2Jf -+ 0 are exact by argu- 
ments using 4.7(i) and (ii). Consequently, the sequences O-P H$ \q2 + 1; \q2+ 
Jt\q2+0 and 0+Hf/q2+If/q2-+Jf/q2 +O are also exact. By an adjunction 
argument, U’ is right exact. Thus, for the result on o’, it suffices to show that the 
higher left derived functors of Xu (a’X)i vanish on each CR-acyclic object 
NE CR. This follows by using the above exactness results together with the natural 
short exact sequence 
0 - (o’PQ$ L (a’P)C = (a’P);_3\$ -0 
obtained for a projective PE CR by applying 2.3(ii) to the projective APE CRT. A 
similar argument proves the result on 0. 0 
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4.14. Lemma. If ME CR is CR-acyclic, then a’M and aM are CRT-acyclic. 
Proof. This follows by combining the above lemmas with Theorem 3.4 and Pro- 
position 4.10. Cl 
4.15. Theorem. If L,ME CRT are CRT-acyclic objects with 
. . . - qM,R L vM,R,~ r, r@& 5 . . . 
acyclic, then there are natural isomorphisms 
a’(MCR) =M- a(MCR), 
Ext&(M, L) = ExtSCfR(MCR, LcR), 
Ext&(L, M) = Ext$; (LcR, McR). 
Proof. Since MCR is CR-acyclic, this follows from the above lemmas using the 
comparison result of 2.3. Cl 
For a spectrum X with q acting acyclically on u(KO,X), we have now ‘computed’ 
KT,X in terms of (K,X, KO,X}. When K,X and K,Y are trivial in odd (or even) 
dimensions, we have a further vanishing result for Ext&-(K,““‘X,K~RTY). 
4.16. Theorem. If L,MECRT are CRT-acyclic objects with Lf=O=MF and if t is 
odd, then Ext&(L,M) = 0 and 
HOm&w(L,M)= fIHom.zz(Lf+,;,M,+f+2i). 
i=o 
Proof. By Theorem 4.15, ExtsAr(L,M) reduces to Ext’&LCR,MCR) for each s 
and t. Let f : P --, LcR be an epimorphism in CR with P free and with P2”, + , = L& + , 
for each n. Then by Proposition 4.8, kerf is of the form 0, F,(b,, 2n,), and the 
result for s> 0 follows using the projective resolution 0 + ker f + P + LcR + 0. The 
isomorphism for s = 0 is obtained using compositions with q. 0 
5. Stable Adams operations in united K-theory 
For a spectrum X, we shall equip KFTX= {K,X, KO,X, KT,X} with Adams 
operations and place it in an abelian category ACRT of ‘CRT objects with stable 
Adams operations.’ We begin by introducing a category A of ‘abelian groups with 
stable Adams operations.’ 
5.1. The abelian category A. For an abelian group M, let M[l/k] =M@ Z[l/k] 
and M (P)=M@Zcp) respectively denote the localizations of A4 away from the 
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prime factors of an integer k and at a prime p. We shall specify A as a full sub- 
category of the following category +4b. An object of y/-MJ is an abelian group 
A4 equipped with an automorphism vk: M[ 1 /k] = M[ 1 /k] (called a W-operation) 
for each nonzero integer k, where I$ = 1 on M and I#~ = I,V~I,Y~ on M[l/jk] for 
each j, k. A morphism in I,+Ab is a homomorphism commuting with the y/-opera- 
tions. For ME y-Ab there are induced automorphisms I#‘~= J#(I@-’ of 
M[l/jk], and these produce an action by the group of units Z&C Zcp) on McP) for 
each prime p. Proceeding as in [2, Section 61 and [13, Section 11, we let Af denote 
the full subcategory of t,+Ab given by those objects M such that: 
(i) M is finitely generated as an abelian group; 
(ii) for each prime p and integer rnz 1, the action of Z&, on M/p”M factors 
through the quotient homomorphism Z&, + (Z/p”)* for sufficiently large n; 
(iii) MO Q= aiEz w(M@ Q) w h ere &(M@ Q) denotes the set of all XE MO Q 
with v/~x= k’x for each k. 
As in [13, 1.41, for McAf, if HcM is a subobject in v/-Ab, then Hand M/H are 
in Af. Thus Af is an abelian category. Finally let A denote the full subcategory of 
t,+Ab given by those ME y-Ab which are covered by subobjects belonging to Af. 
For MEA, if HcM is a subobject in ty-Ab, then Hand M/H are in A. Thus A 
is an abelian category and AfCA is the full subcategory of objects finitely gener- 
ated as abelian groups. The category A has arbitrary direct sums constructed as 
usual. 
5.2. The categorical automorphism 3’. For i E Z and ME A, let S’M equal M as an 
abelian group but have t,uk:SiM[l/k]=SiM[l/k] equal to kit+vk:M[l/k]= 
M[ l/k] for each nonzero integer k. Then S’M is in A, and s’ : A -+ A is a 
categorical automorphism as in [13, 1.61. Note that s’ is the ith iterate of s=S’. 
There is a similar categorical automorphism S’ : Zno --f Zno with I,-’ : S’G= S’G 
equal to (-1)‘1+~~: G=G for GEZ~U and iEZ. 
It will often be convenient to separate I+-’ from the other W-operations. For this 
purpose, we introduce: 
5.3. The ahelian categories A+ and A’. Let A+ be the full subcategory of A given 
by the ME A with I,-’ = 1 on M. Clearly A+ is an abelian category and has a categori- 
cal automorphism s2’ : A+ --t A+ for each i E Z. Let A’ be the category of A+ objects 
with involution. For ME A’, the r++operations are denoted by I,U: : M[l/k] = 
M[l/k] and the involution by y-‘:M=M. Note that vT’=l, I,-‘v/~‘=l, and 
v-‘v/V&= v/$-i for each k. For MEA’, define ~~:M[l/k]=M[l/k] by 
cpk=((1+k)/2)1+((1-k)/2)y/-’ and define t,uk:M[l/k]=M[l/k] by I+v~=w$‘= 
P~I,.v$. It is straightforward to show: 
5.4. Proposition. There is a categorical isomorphism J: A’= A where J(M) denotes 
M with the operations v/~ = y&~~. 0 
For example, each GE Znv (with the trivial operations I,V~ = 1) determines an ob- 
ject J(G) E A with operations I,U~ = pk. 
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To take account of Adams operations, we shall need the following enriched ver- 
sions of the categories C, CR, and CRT. 
5.5. The abelian categories AC, ACR, and ACRT. An object of the category AC 
is an object ME C with M,, E A for each n where the v-’ actions agree and where 
Bc: sM,c=M,c+2 is a map in A. Similarly, an object of the category ACR is an ob- 
ject M= {MC,MR} E CR with M,~E A and M,” E A+ for each n where the v/-l 
actions agree and where 
are all maps in A. Likewise, an object of the category ACRT is an object M= 
{MC,MR,MT} E CRT with M,~E A, Mf E A+, and MJEA for each n where the 
v/ -’ actions agree and where 
Bc I SM,C-M,C,z, BR z S4Mf=M,R+g, BT: S’MT=M,T+4, 
v:M,R+M,R+,, ~7 :MnT+MnT+,, E :M+MnT, 
[:M,T+M,C, y:Mnc+sMnT_,, csMnT+M,R+l, 
are all maps in A. A morphism in AC, ACR, or ACRT respectively is a morphism 
in C, CR, or CRT commuting with the v-actions. Clearly AC, ACR, and ACRT 
are abelian categories with suspension functors Z: AC= AC, Z: ACR =ACR, and 
Z:ACRT-ACRT defined by (ZM), =M,_,. The categories AC, ACR, and 
ACRT have arbitrary direct sums constructed as usual. Using Adams operations for 
a spectrum X, we shall show that K,X, KFRX, and KFRTX respectively belong to 
AC, ACR, and ACRT. We first recall: 
5.6. The Adams maps for K and KO. For a spectrum X, let X [ l/k] =X A MZ [ 1 /k] 
denote the localization of X away from the prime factors of the integer k. For each 
nonzero integer k, there are ring spectrum self-equivalences v/~ : K [ l/k] = K [ l/k] 
and I+V~ : KO[ 1 /k] = KO[ 1 /k] inducing the Adams operations. These satisfy: w’ = 1, 
w -’ = I,u;’ on K, I,-’ = 1 on KO, and I,Y Jk=~j~k on K[l/jk] and on KO[l/jk]. 
Moreover, y&BE) = k”Bz on n,K[l/k], t&qiBi) = k4”qiB;i on n*KO[l/k], and 
I+v$(~B;T) = k4”+= [B;i. Since the self-maps of K[ l/k] are rationally detectable, we 
may factor t/:K[l/k]=K[l/k] as v/~=v/$JI~=~~I& where tyt:K[l/k]=K[l/k] 
denotes I/AI on KO[l/k]~C(ty)[l/k] and where pk:K[l/k]=K[l/k] denotes 
((1 +k)/2)1 +((l -k)/2)&. 
5.7. The Adams maps for KT. For a nonzero integer k, let w$ : KT[I/k] = 
KT[l/k] denote I,V~A 1 on KO[l/k] ~C(q~)[l/k], and let pk: KT[l/k]=KT[l/k] 
denote ((1 + k)/2)1 +((l - k)/2)vr’. Then I,v~~?~=~~w~ since pk is induced by a 
self-map of C(v’)[ l/k]. We define I,V~ : KT[l/k]=KT[l/k] by ~k=~$pk=~k~:. 
Clearly v/l= 1, t,-‘=w~r, and v/jk=y/jt,uk on KT[l/jk]. We deduce that 
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I,V~ : KT [ l/k] = KT [l/k] is a ring spectrum map by using the rational detectability 
of maps from C(q’)[l/k] A C(q2)[l/k] to KT[l/k]. Moreover, t&q’BF) = k2”q’By 
and ~+~/k*(coB~)=k~~“coB~ on ;rr,KT[l/k]. 
5.8. Relations. The following relations hold for graded homotopy classes of maps 
among K[l/k], KO[l/k], and KT[l/k] where k is a nonzero integer: 
t+vkBc = kBc I,v~, t,ukBR = k4B, vk, 
t+vkBr = k2BT t+vk, t,vkq = qt,vk = kmqt+vk for all m, 
@E = &Wk, Vlkr = OYk, 
vky = k-’ yt+vk, tpkr = ksWk. 
The first four follow since I,V’ is multiplicative, while the remaining four follow 
from the relations &s = &lyk, pke =E, I+v~[= (u/t, pkz = [pk, t+vr(yBc) = (yBc)i+& 
vk(yB,) = (yB,)rpk, I,v~(TBT’) = (rBr’)w:, and k(rB$‘) = (zB,‘)pk, which in turn 
follow from the constructions of 1.5 and 1.7. 
For a nonzero integer k, the Adams maps induce Adams operations 
Wk:K,X[l/k]=K,X[l/k], @:KO,X[l/k]=KO*X[l/k], and Wk:KT.+X[l/k]= 
KT,X[l/k]. With this additional structure, we have: 
5.9. Theorem. For a spectrum X, the objects K,X, KffRX, and K!fRTX respective- 
ly belong to AC, ACR, and ACRT. 
Proof. For a finite CW subspectrum FcX, K,F and KO,F belong to Af by the 
periodicity results of Adams [l, 5.41. Thus K,X belongs to A, and KO,X belongs 
to A+ by 5.1. Since K0,(C(q2)nX) belongs to A+, KT,X belongs to A by Pro- 
position 5.4, and the theorem now follows by 5.8. 0 
6. The abelian category A 
To prepare for a homological study of ACRT in Section 7 we now study the 
abelian category A of ‘abelian groups with stable Adams operations’ introduced in 
5.1. We first examine the P-localized versions of A and then construct a functor 
O:1nu~+A which is right adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
6.1. The P-localized categories. For an arbitrary set P of primes, we may use Zq)- 
modules instead of abelian groups in all of our definitions and thereby obtain 
P-localized versions Jtly) of our various abelian categories Jbt. In most cases .,&(,) 
may be identified with the full subcategory of P-local objects in &, and the inclu- 
sion functor ~~,~cJtl has the obvious left adjoint ( )OZ(,). This applies to: 
Ab,,,cAb, Zno~,~cZnu, y-Modcp,cq+Mod, Acp)cA, CcP,CC, CR(,)cCR, 
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CR Tcp, C CRT, AC,,, C AC, ACR,,, C ACR, and ACR Tcp, C ACR T. The details 
are straightforward, and we shall only explain why an object ME AcP, must belong 
to A. For xeM let NEA$, be such that XENCM. Using the direct sum decom- 
position NO Q= oiEz II$(N@ Q) and the rationalization map q: N-+ N@ Q, 
choose a free abelian group FC NO Q on a finite set of generators in the summands 
of NO Q such that q(x) EF. Then the V-Mod subobject q-‘(F)cM belongs to Af 
and has x~q~](F). Thus M belongs to A. 
Letting P be empty or single, we now examine the rationalized category AtO) and 
the p-localized categories A(,) for p prime. 
6.2. The category A(,,. An object MEA(~) has a natural decomposition as M= 
@;ez W(M) h w ere F(M) is the set of all XE A4 with v/~x= k’x for each nonzero 
integer k. Conversely, each graded rational vector space { Gi}iez determines an ob- 
ject @iez S”Gi of A(O) with v/~x= k’x for XE S’Gi. Thus A(O) is equivalent to the 
category of graded rational vector spaces. 
6.3. The category A CpJ for p odd. Following [13] for an odd prime p, we let Be 
be the full subcategory of W-Mod(,) given by all ME ‘I/-Mod(,) such that: 
(i) M is finitely generated over Z(,); 
(ii) for each t 2 1, the action of Z&, on M/p’M factors through the quotient 
homomorphism ZTP, + P for sufficiently large n, where r” is the quotient of 
(Z/p”+‘)* by its subgroup of order p- 1; 
(iii) MO Q has a direct sum decomposition MO Q = 0; wcp_ ,)(M@ Q) where 
14$cP_ l,(M@ Q) is the set of all XEM@ Q with v/~x= krcp- ‘)x for each k. 
Let B(p) be the full subcategory of V-Mod,,, given by those ME V/-Mod(,) 
which are covered by subobjects belonging to By. Then B(p) is a full abelian 
subcategory of Acpj closed under sjcpP ‘) for j E Z. For each i, let S’B(p) CA(,) be 
the full abelian subcategory given by the objects S’M for MeB(p). By [13, 3.71, 
an object NET has a natural direct sum decomposition N= &‘rt N[‘] with 
N”’ E S’B(p). Thus Acpj is the product of its abelian subcategories S’B(p) for 
O~ilp -2, where each S’B(p) is equivalent to B(p). There is a simplified con- 
struction of B(p) using a single operator I/ for an integer r generating r’. Let 
B(p)’ be the category of Z(,) -modules M with an automorphism vr: M=M 
satisfying: 
(i) for each p-torsion element XE M, there exists jr 0 with (I#)~‘x=x (or 
equivalently, there exists h 2 1 with (I/ - l)h~ = 0); 
(ii) MO Q= 0; Wcp-~$ M@ Q) where II$;.cP_ ,,(M@ Q) is the set of all XEM@ Q 
with w’x= rr(p-l)x. 
By [13, 5.71, the forgetful functor B(p) -+ B(p)’ is a categorical isomorphism. 
Thus a torsion object of B(p) corresponds to ap-torsion abelian group with a local- 
ly nilpotent operator I+?‘= I/ - 1. As noted by Ravenel [20], these torsion objects 
have been studied by Iwasawa in connection with cyclotomic fields (see [17,18]). 
For A(,, and for more general categories AcP,, it is convenient to use: 
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6.4. A forgetful equivalence A,, -+ ~4;~). Let P be a set of primes and let r be an 
integer such that: r generates (Z/p2)* for each odd p E P; r= f 3 mod 8 when 
2 E P; and Ir ( 2 2 when P is empty. Such an r always exists for a finite set P of 
primes by the Chinese remainder theorem. Moreover, r generates (Z/p”)* for each 
odd p E P and n 2 1, and r generates a factor of order 2”-2 in (Z/2”)* when 2 E P 
and n13. Let AtPj be the category of Z(,)- modules M with automorphisms 
w -’ : M=M and I+/ : M= M such that: 
(i) w-’ w-’ = I and #w-’ = v/-l r#; 
(ii) for each odd p E P and each p-torsion element XEM, there exists j>O with 
(t+@j)x = I,-‘x where e(j) =pj( p - 1)/2; 
(iii) for 2 E P and each 2-torsion element x E M, there exists jl 0 with (t/)“x = x 
(or equivalently, there exists h 2 1 with (I# - l)h~= 0); 
(iv) MO Q= ai &(M@ Q) w h ere Wi(M @ Q) is the set of all x EM@ Q with 
t,/x=r’x and I+-‘x=(-1)‘~. 
As in [13, 5.71, one shows that the forgetful functor A(,) + A&, is a categorical 
isomorphism. Thus a 2-torsion object of A(,, corresponds to a 2-torsion abelian 
group with a locally nilpotent operator r+Y= I/- 1 and with an involution I+~’ such 
that I+-‘I,Y= @‘r,-‘. 
Using our local knowledge of A, we now proceed to construct a right adjoint D 
to the forgetful functor A + Inu. 
6.5. Universal A-objects. A universal A-object over GE Inv is an object UG E A 
with a map ii : DG + G in Znv such that for each X E A and map X -+ G in Inv there 
exists a unique lifting X-+ UG in A. For a uniquely divisible object G ~Zno with 
w -’ = 1, there is a universal A-object OG = aiEz s*‘G with vk = k2’ on each S2’G. 
For an odd prime p and p-local object GE Ino with w-’ = 1, there is a universal 
A-object 
(p-3)/2 
uG= @ S*‘UG 
i=O 
over G where UG is the universal B(p) object constructed in [13, 6.11 over the Zcp)- 
module G. For an arbitrary 2-torsion object GE Inu, there is a universal A-object 
0G constructed by choosing r= &3 mod 8 and letting CJGEA[~) be the group 
a,“=, G, with each G, a copy of G, with r,/-‘(g,,g,, . ..)=(r.-‘g, vP1g2, . ..). and 
with #(gi, g,, . . .) = (g2, g,, . ..). 
6.6. Proposition. The forgetful functor A -+ Inu has a right adjoint 0: Inu + A 
which commutes with S’ for each i E Z and preserves arbitrary direct sums. 
Proof. If UG is a universal A-object over Gelno, then S’UG is a universal 
A-object over S’G, and thus u(S’G) = S’(DG). If UGj is a universal A-object over 
Gj E Inv for each j in a set, then oj ~Gj is a universal A-object over oj Gj, since 
each object of A is covered by its subobjects in Af, and thus o( oj ~j) = aj ~Gj. 
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Combining these observations with the results of Proposition 3.9 and 6.5, we obtain 
a universal A-object over each injective object of Znu. The required functor Uis then 
obtained using injective resolutions in Znu. 0 
6.7. Proposition. There is a natural isomorphism Z(,)@ O(G)- O(Z,,,@ G) for 
G E Znv, i E Z, and a set P of primes. 
Proof. By 6.5 and Proposition 6.6 the natural homomorphism 
Zcp) @ D(G) + fr(Z,,,@ G) is an isomorphism for G injective and hence 
always. 0 
6.8. Proposition. The functor 6: Znv + A preserves exact sequences, inverse limits, 
and direct limits. 
Proof. Since ois a right adjoint and preserves direct sums, it suffices to show that 
D(f) : D(Z) + O(J) is onto whenever f : Z + J is onto in Znno. By Proposition 6.7, we 
may assume that Z and J are p-local, and the odd p case follows from [ 13, 6.41. By 
the argument therein, we may assume that Z is rational and J is divisible 2-torsion. 
Since the map u(J+ @J-) -+ u(J) is onto by 6.5, we may also assume t,K’ = 1 on 
Z and J. Working in A&) with r= k3 mod8, for yEJand tr0, we choose nr3 
with 2”y = 0; we choose x E J with stx = y where s = r2”m2 - 1; and we choose w E Z 
with f(w) =x. Then sy = 0 since ss0 mod 2”, and O(f) sends the element 
w E s2”-‘Z of o(Z) = eicz s2’Z to the element (x, . . . ,sf-lx, y,O, . ..) of o(J). Thus 
U(f) is onto. q 
6.9. The fundamental sequence. For MEA, let cr:M+ O(M) be the adjunction 
unit, and let /I : o(M) -+ M@ Q be the composition of the canonical maps 
O(M) -+ U(MO Q)- @ OF$(MO Q) 2 ,o, F$((M@ Q)=M@ Q 
ieZ 
where fl: DH$(M@ Q) * K$(M@ Q) is the natural projection. For a nonzero in- 
teger r and uniquely r-divisible MEA, there is a chain complex 
in A called the fundamental sequence Seq(M;r). For each i E Z and set J of primes, 
there are canonical isomorphisms 
S’Seq(M;r) = Seq(S’M;r), 
Zvj 0 Seq(M;r) = Seq&, OM;r). 
6.10. Proposition. Let P and r be as in 6.4. Then the fundamental sequence 
Seq(M;r) is exact for each MEA(~). 
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Proof. For a short exact sequence 0 + M’ + M+ M” + 0 in Acp), if any two of 
Seq(M’;r), Seq(M;r), and Seq(A4”;r) are exact then so is the third. Moreover, the 
class of objects MEA(~) with Seq(M;r) exact is closed under direct sums, sequen- 
tial direct limits, and the action of S’ for in Z. This class clearly contains each 
MEA(~). It contains each p-torsion ME By for an odd p E P and contains each 
2-torsion ME A[*) for 2 E P, because it contains the quotients of the increasing 
filtration of M by the kernels of (4’)” : M+ A4 for n 2 0. It thus contains each tor- 
sion MEA(~) y b a direct sum argument. Consequently, it contains each MEA(~) 
by arguments using short exact sequences 0 -+h;l-+M+lii+O and 0 +%fi- 
rii@ Q + ii?@ Q/Z + 0 where ii? is the torsion subobject of M. 0 
6.11. Remark. When Proposition 6.10 applies, it shows that the maps rf(t,Y), 
vr : o(M) -+ o(M) have equalizer a : M -+ U(M) and coequalizer /I : O(M) -+ 
MO Q in A. Thus, in general, O(I#)# I,V~ although 0(1,-l) = I/-’ by a formal 
argument. 
7. Ext functors in the abelian category ACRT 
The K$RT-Adams-spectral sequence will involve Ext functors in ACRT, which 
we now investigate algebraically. Although there are no nontrivial projectives in 
ACRT, there are enough injectives, and they may be constructed using: 
7.1. The functor 0: CRT+ACRT. The forgetful functor ACRT+CRT has a 
right adjoint fr: CRT+ACRT obtained by applying 8: Inu+A termwise: if 
GECRT then (DG): is O(Gz) in A, Bc:S(~G)~+(lYJG)~+z is the composite of 
FUG; = TSG; with uBc : i%G,c + uG,c, 2, etc. By Propositions 6.7 and 6.8, 
I??: CRT+ACRT is an exact functor preserving arbitrary inverse limits, direct 
limits, and localizations at sets of primes. By Proposition 6.10 the fundamental se- 
quence Seq(M(,);r) given by 
is exact in ACRT for an object MEACRT, where P and r are as in 6.4. 
7.2. Injectives in ACRT. By adjointness, OG is injective in ACRT whenever G is 
injective in CRT, and there are enough such injectives in ACRT. Using properties 
of CRT and 0, we successively deduce: (i) each injective ME ACRT is CRT-acyclic 
and has divisible MC; (“) 11 each injective in ACRT is injective in CRT; (iii) an 
arbitrary direct sum of injectives in ACRT is injective; (iv) each injective in ACRT 
is a direct sum of a rational injective and p-torsion injectives for various p; (v) the 
injectives in ACRT are closed under localizations at sets of primes. It follows that 
an object MEACRT is injective if and only if Mcp, is injective for each prime p. 
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Consequently, for an integer d20, MEACRT has injective dimension %d if and 
only if McP, has injective dimension Ed for each prime p. Finally, by Theorem 4.6 
and 6.2, a rational object of ACRT is injective if and only if it is CRT-acyclic. 
1.3. Theorem. For an object MEACRT, the following are equivalent: 
(i) A4 has injective dimension 52; 
(ii) M has finite injective dimension; 
(iii) M is CRT-acyclic. 
Proof. Clearly (i) j (ii) a (iii), so it suffices to show (iii) j (i). Let MEACRT be 
CRT-acyclic. Then M@Q is injective and oMcp, has injective dimension I 1 by 
Theorem 3.4. Thus, by the fundamental sequence for each prime p, Mcp, has injec- 
tive dimension 52. This implies (i). 0 
7.4. Ext functors in ACRT. Let .Z” : ACRT-+ ACRT be the tth suspension functor 
for t E Z where (_Z’L), = L,_ f with unchanged operations. The functors 
Ext&r(L, M) = Ext&-(Z’L, M) 
are defined as usual for L, ME ACRT and sz 0. When M is CR T-acyclic (e.g. when 
M=KzRTX for a spectrum X), then Ext”’ ACRT(L,M)=O for s>2 by Theorem 7.3. 
Since 0: CRT + ACR T preserves injective resolutions, we have: 
7.5. Proposition. For L E ACRT and GE CRT, there are adjunction isomorphisms 
EXt&-(L, DG) = Ext&(L, G). q 
7.6. Localization of the Ext functors. For L,MeACRT and any set P of primes, 
there are localization isomorphisms 
Z,,, 0 Ext%,&, M) = Ext,&,,(Lq), M(P)) 
provided L is of finite type, i.e. each L$, L:, and L,$ is finitely generated as an 
abelian group. This follows using an injective resolution of M by objects of the form 
UG. Consequently, if L is of finite type and M is CRT-acyclic, then Ext;rikRIRT(L, M) 
is torsion for s>O since MtO, is injective, and there is a decomposition 
Ext&-(L, M) = @ Ext;Fi&(& MC,,) 
p prime 
for s>O. 
7.7. A spectral sequence. For P and r as in 6.4, for t EZ, and for CRT-acyclic 
objects L, ME ACRT, there is a spectral sequence 
{K?> = Ext%%(L,,,M&, 
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E&dL(,), M(P)), for j=O, 1 and k=O, 1, 
EJ’k = 
1 Hom&(L@Q,M@Q), forj=2 and k=O, 
0, otherwise, 
determined by Seq(M(,); r). It converges strongly with E3=E, and short exact 
sequences 
O+E;’ --f Wh(L~~@f(p~) -+ EZ l,l +O 
for all s. Moreover, the term El 230 is easily ‘calculated’ using the natural 
isomorphism 
from Theorem 7.13 below, and we remark that Wo(K,X@Q)=~,,X@Q for a 
spectrum X. The differential di : Epk + E:pk is 
u/z” 0 wb- 1 : E&d&), j+)) -+ E&d&, Mcpj). 
The differential d, : E:30-+ Et0 is the composition 
Hom&(&,, M(P)) -+ Hom&(L 0 Q, MO Q) 
-Homhd~OQ,~OQ) 
of the rationalization map with the obvious projection. The edge map into EFk is 
the forgetful map 
Ext%A+), M(P)) + Ext&&W~,~, M(P)). 
The edge map on the kernel of dl : E[,‘+ Et0 carries each CRT map f: Z’L,,, + 
Mcp, with d, f = 0 to the ACRT extension 
whose middle components are summed in CRT and have 
#‘(x,y) = (I,u’x-fw’y, t/y). This follows using 6.4 and the fact that I,/ acts on 
Ui’UCP, = MCP) 0 ker /? by #‘(a, b) = (t/a - iitp’b, v’b) where 1%4(,,, is decomposed 
in CRT using the splitting ii : frM,,, + Mcp, of 0 --t MCP, -+ CJiVCP) -+ ker p -+ 0. 
7.8. A case of the spectral sequence. For P and r as in 6.4, for t E Z, and for CRT- 
acyclic objects L, ME ACRT with Horn’ AC&L 0 Q, MO Q) = 0, the above spectral 
sequence reduces to an exact sequence 
dl 
- Ext!&(L,,,, M(P)) - Ext~;r(L~~~,~~~~) - Ext &-(LCPr, M(p)) 
- Ext?&.RT (L(P), M(P)) - 0 
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The machinery of 7.6-7.8 can be used to ‘determine’ Exti&r(L,M) when L is 
of finite type or M is localized at a finite set of primes. To handle more general 
cases, we need: 
7.9. The reduced Ext functors. For L,ME ACRT let fiomao.&L,M) denote 
Hom,,,(Z’L, tors M) where tors MC M is the torsion subobject, and let 
l?xt;T&(L,M) denote the sth right derived functor of Aorna,,&L, -) applied to 
M. There is a natural exact sequence 
0 -, Rorn&-(L, M) --f Horn’ ,uAL, M) -+ HomL,r(L 0 Q, MO Q) 
--f Ext&(L, M) + Ext $,,(L, M) + Ext&(L @ Q, M@ Q) -+ ... 
with Ext;Fi&r(L @ Q,M@ Q) = 0 for sz 1 when M is CRT-acyclic, and there is a 
natural isomorphism 
Ext%dL,M) = ExtA&r L, @ McP, , 
p prime > 
for s 2 0. Consequently: 
7.10. Lemma. If L, MEACRT are CRT-acyclic objects and if either sz 2 or 
Horn&&L 0 Q, MO Q) = 0, then there is a natural isomorphism 
Ext;&(L,M) =Ext& L, 
( 
@ McP, . 
> 
0 
p prime 
These Ext terms can be ‘determined’ as in 7.7 using the fundamental sequence 
obtained by summing those for the individual primes. Thus by Theorems 3.2 and 
3.3: 
7.11. Theorem. If L,MEACRT are CRT-acyclic objects with Hom&r(L@Q, 
MQ Q) = 0 and if either Lc is free abelian or MC is divisible, then Ext j&r(L, M) = 
0. 0 
Similarly by Theorems 4.16 and 7.14 below: 
7.12. Theorem. If L,MEACRT are CRT-acyclic objects with Lf=O=MIC and if 
t is odd, then ExtiLRT(L,M) = 0 and there are natural isomorphisms 
where Lp, 2i and Mf:2i are Z/2-modules in A’. 0 
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The main results of this section apply with obvious adaptations to Ext functors 
in the abelian categories AC and ACR. We now show that these simpler Ext’s often 
determine Ext’s in ACRT. The forgetful functor ( )‘: ACRT+ AC has a left ad- 
joint Q : AC-+ ACRT and a right adjoint Q : AC-+ ACRT constructed as in 4.2 
(with the ly-operations appropriately remembered). Likewise, the forgetful functor 
( )CR: ACRT-+ACR has a left adjoint (T’: ACR +ACRT and a right adjoint 
cr : ACR + ACRT constructed as in 4.11. 
1.13. Theorem. If L,MeACRT are CRT-acydic objects with 7 =O in MR, then 
there are natural isomorphisms 
@‘(MC)-M=@(Mc), 
Ext&,(M, L) = Ext2&(MC, L’), 
EXt2&,&, M) = Ext$(LC, MC). 
Proof. The forgetful map Ext2&Rr(M, L) --f Ext2&VC, Lc) is an isomorphism by 
Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 1.5 when L = DG for GE CRT, and is an isomorphism 
by an injective resolution argument in general. The other results follow as in 
Theorem 4.6. 0 
Similarly, using 4.15, we obtain: 
7.14. Theorem. If L, ME ACRT are CRT-acyclic objects with 
r7 . ..--M~1LtrM.R_*~rlM,R,~-... 
acyclic, then there are natural isomorphisms 
a’(MCR)=M=a(MCR), 
EXtjkR#f, L) = Ext;TikR (McR, LcR), 
Ext;&,,(L, M) == ExtiLR(LCR, McR). 0 
8. The united K-theory of a KC&module spectrum 
For a KO-module spectrum N, we shall introduce the CRT-homotopy rrFRTNc 
CRT and show that KFTN= u(nzRT N) in ACRT. This will be needed for our 
construction of the KcRT -Adams spectral sequence in Section 9 and will lead to a 
universal coefficient theorem expressing [X, N], in terms of K,CRTX and n,CRTN for 
a spectrum X in 9.6. We shall also give a geometric interpretation of the fundamen- 
tal sequence which may be used to derive the ‘J-construction’ for the K,-localization 
of a spectrum, without relying as in [l&4.3] on deep results of Mahowald and 
Miller. 
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8.1. The CRT-homotopy Y$~~N. For a KO-module 
n,CRTN= {n,C(rl)r\N, n,N, rr*C(r/2)~N} 
termwise and proceed to make it an object of CRT. 
&:Kr\N-KOAC(~)AN+C(Y/)AN, 
mR:KOr\N+N, 
spectrum N, we let 
Let 
be the maps induced by the multiplication KOA N-+ N. Then CAN, N, and 
C(q*)r\N have module spectrum structures over K, KO, and KT with multiplica- 
tion maps 
mT(,uAl):KTAC(q2)AN+KTAN-+C(q2)r\N. 
Let 
e:N+C(q*)AN, [: C(q’)vN+C(v)AN, 
~B~:C(~)AN+Z-‘C(?I~)AN, ~BT’:Z-‘C(V~)AN+S*AN, 
t,~ct:C(~)~N+C(rl)nN, I& : C(q2) A N+ C(u2) A N 
respectively denote the maps induced by 
b : so -+ C(#), 
j : C(q) + z-’ C($), 
a : ml) + WI), 
of Section 1. Now 
h : W2) + C(r2) + ml), 
k : z-’ C($) -+ 9, 
a : C(Yy) + C(r+) 
(mC,mR,mT) : {KAN,KOAN,KTVN} --f {C(~)AN,N,C(~~)AN} 
are module spectrum maps commuting with E, [, y, r, WC’, VT’, II, Bc, BR, and Br. 
Since the relations of 1.9 hold in {KAN, KOAN,KTAN}, they must also hold in 
{C(~)AN,N,C(~*)AN) because mc,mR, and mT have right inverses. Thus ncRTN 
has an induced structure in CRT such that m,: KcRTN+ z,CRTN is in CRT. 
Moreover, rcFRT N is CRT-acyclic since there are cofibration sequences as in 1.11 
with {C(q) AN, N, C(q’) AN} in place of {K, KO, KT}. Finally, for a spectrum Y, 
there is a natural isomorphism n,CRT(KOr\ Y) = KFRT Y in CRT. 
Let mi,: KcRTN-+ &t,“’ N be the map in ACRT determined by m,: KcRTN+ 
71* * 
CRTN 
8.2. Theorem. For each KO-module spectrum N, rii.+: KcRTN+ unzRTN is an 
isomorphism in ACRT. In particular, Hi:: K,N= &.JC(q)AN), Hi;: KO,N= 
&t,N, and r?iz: KT,N= un,(C(q2) V N). 
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Proof. By 2.3 and Lemma 8.3 below, rir,: K,CRTK= urcyTK. This begins an in- 
duction showing that m* : K,CRT(KO.C($)) = UzzRT(KO~ C(q’)) for each i? 1 by 
the Slemma. Thus rr?* : KzRTKO= on* cRTKO since q4=0. This begins another in- 
duction showing that rii,: KzRT(KO h Y) = unr CRT(KO~ Y) for each finite spec- 
trum Y, and hence for every spectrum Y by a direct limit argument. The theorem 
now follows by applying KyT and &*CRT to 
IJAN P 
KOnKOnN:KOAN-N 
KO/\p 
and then comparing the resulting coequalization diagrams. 0 
8.3. Lemma. Hi:: K,K-, &c,(C(q) AK) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The groups K,K and &c,(C(~) AK) are torsion free and are trivial in odd 
degrees. Thus, since rn:: K,(KQ) + &~JC(~)AKQ) is clearly an isomorphism, it 
suffices to show that rn:: K,(KZ/p”) --t &cO(C(q)/\KZ/p”) is manic for each 
prime p. By [5, $6.51 for a finite ~10, if 
{b: (KZ,“)‘BZ/p’ j(KZ~)OBZ/p’},.i., 
is a system of homomorphisms which commute with all transfers and induced 
homomorphisms among the (KZi)‘BZ/p’ for 01 iss, then b is expressible as a 
finite Z;-linear combination C ,.Ikvk of Adams operations I+V~ with each k prime to 
p. Thus for a map f: KZ,^ + KZp^ and a finite ~20, there exists C &t# as above 
with the same effect asfon [JTBZ/pS, KZ:]. Equivalently, for a map f: KZ/p” + 
KZ/p” and a finite ~10, there exists C /zk yk as above with the same effect as f on 
[JS((c” BZ/.d), KZ/p”]. A map f: KZ/p” + KZ/p” corresponds to a homomor- 
phism K,(KZ/p”) + Z/p” via the universal coefficient isomorphism [X, KZ/p”] = 
Hom(K,X, Z/p”) which holds for each spectrum X. For C & I,V~ : KZ/p” + KZ/p” 
as above, the corresponding homomorphism K,(KZ/p”) + Z/p” factors through 
fi:, since for vk it factors as a composition 
C 
m* ’ 
I/k 
K,JKZ/p”) - trrcO(C(~) A KZ/p”) - &co(C(q) A KZ/p”) 
k 
Consequently, for each finite ~20, the kernel of r?i: : K,(KZ/p”) + &,(C(q) A 
KZ/p”) must intersect trivially with the subgroup F’K,,(KZ/p”) c K,,(KZ/p”) 
generated by all h*K&(_E”BZ/pS) for maps h : _E(JF’BZ/p’) -+ KZ/p”. It will 
now suffice to construct a map j :&F’BZ/p”) + KZ/p” with K,(j) onto, since 
the 3ubgroups F,&@Tfp”‘) must then cover KO(KZ/pw). The standard map 
8 : 2” BU(1) + K[2, m) has (KZ/p”),0 onto since K&5” BU(1)) and K,(K[2,o3)) 
are kxkm free and trivial in odd degrees by [5,p. 1631, and since B is a rational 
equivalence. The covering map v : K[2,w) --) K has (KZ/p”),cp isomorphic by [8]. 
‘Thus we may construct j by smashing @I with MZ/p”. q 
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8.4. A geometric interpretation of the fundamental sequence. For P and r as in 6.4 
and for a spectrum X, we form the sequence of spectra 
wr-1 
* -S”/iX~KO,,/\X- KO~pjAXhfQ~X- * 
with trivial compositions where q MQ is with ZC4, C Q. 
Applying K&T? we obtain a sequence in ACRT which is naturally isomorphic to 
Seq(KgTX; r) by an argument using Theorem 8.2. Thus Kcp)*, KOcpl*, and KTcp,, 
carry our sequence to exact sequences, and this leads to an alternative proof that 
the ‘J-construction’ gives the Kcp,*- localization of X as in [l 1,4.3]. When 2 $ P we 
may replace #-- 1 :KO~,)AX-+KO~,)AX by v/‘- 1 :K(,)AX-+K~,)AX in our 
sequence of spectra, without affecting its exactness properties, since the latter 
I,/ - 1 may be obtained by wedging the former y’- 1 with the equivalence rly’- 1: 
Z*KO,,,r\X-Z’KO,,r\X. 
9. The KFRT-Adams spectral sequence 
For spectra X and Y, we now construct the KcRT-Adams spectral sequence 
{E>‘(X, Y)> which has 
E;‘(X, Y) = Ext2hRT(K* cRTX, K*c”‘Y) 
and converges strongly to [X,, Y,], where ( )K is the K-localization functor [l I]. 
We use the Adams spectral sequence framework of Moss [19]. 
A spectrum Y is called KyT-injective if KFRT Y is injective in ACRT and the 
canonical map 
[X, Y] + HOITl,c,T(K,CRTX, K*c”‘Y) 
is an isomorphism for each spectrum X. 
9.1. Lemma. If N is a KO-module spectrum with nzRTN injective in CRT, then N 
is KCRT-injective. * 
Proof. Since KyTN= o(z rTN) by Theorem 8.2, KyTN is injective, and we 
must show that the canonical map [X,N] --f HomCRT(KyTX, nFTN) is an iso- 
morphism for each spectrum X. This follows for X= S” since K,CRTS” = FR(b, n) by 
2.4, and then follows generally by the 5-lemma and limit arguments. 0 
9.2. Lemma. For each injective object IEACRT, there exists a KzRT-injective 
spectrum Y with KF’ Y= I. 
Proof. If I equals UG for an injective GE CRT, then by 2.5 and Theorem 3.3 there 
is a spectrum W with K*c”’ W- G and by Lemma 9.1 we may let Y = KO A W. In 
general, Z may be presented as a retract of UG for an injective GE CRT. Then for 
W as above, there is 
splits KOA W to give 
This easily implies: 
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a corresponding idempotent map KO A W-+ KO A W which 
an appropriate Y. 0 
9.3. Lemma. A spectrum Y is K, CRT-injective if and only if K*cRT Y is injective in 
ACRT and Y is K,-local. 0 
9.4. The KcRT -Adams spectral sequence. A KFRT-Adams resolution for a 
spectrum Y is a sequence of triangles 
with Y,= Y, with each J,, K,CRT-injective, and with each KFRT(j,) manic. Each 
spectrum Y has a KFRT -Adams resolution which may be constructed inductively 
since there are enough KcRT -injective spectra. For spectra X and Y, the KFRT- 
Adams spectral sequence {E,s”(X, Y)}rk2 is given by the [X, -I,-exact couple of a 
KCRT-Adams resolution for Y. As in [I93 there is a natural isomorphism * 
,$“(X, Y) = EXt&T(K* CRTX, K,CRT Y) 
and thus E;‘(X, Y) = 0 unless 0 % SI 2. Consequently, the differentials 
d,: E,?‘(X, Y) + E;+“f+‘P1(X, Y) 
with r 2 2 are all trivial except possibly for 
d,:E$‘(X, Y)+E?‘+l(X, Y) 
and thus E;‘(X, Y)=E,$‘(X, Y). For sr0 let P[X, Y], denote the image of the 
map [X, Y,], -, [X, Y],, and note that f e [X, Y], lies in P[X, Y], if and only if f 
is expressible as an s-fold composite f = f, -..f, of graded maps h with KyT(A) = 0. 
9.5. Theorem. For spectra X and Y, the KzRT-Adams spectral sequence 
{E,S.‘(X, Y)) converges trongly to [X,, YK]* with 
E”.‘(X, Y)=.%‘(X, Y)=(F,/F,+I)[XK, %I,-, 
and FS[XK, Y,],=O for s>2. Moreover, FS[X, Y], is the counterimage of 
FS[X,, Y,] under the K,-localization map [X, Y],+ [X,, Y,],. 
Proof. The K,-localization functor carries a KFRT-Adams resolution for Y to one 
for Y,, thereby inducing an isomorphism 
{E,s”(x, Y)> = {E,S”(XK, YK)) 
of spectral sequences. The counterimage property of FS[X, Y] follows since Y,+ Y 
is an induced fibration of (Y,),-+ Y,. The convergence properties follow since the 
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KCRT-Adams tower for Y, can be terminated at (Y2)K because (Y2)K is K*cRT- 
injective by Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 9.3. 0 
When Y is a KO-module spectrum, the spectral sequence reduces to: 
9.6. A universal coefficient sequence. For a spectrum X and KO-module spectrum 
Y, there is a natural short exact sequence 
0 + Ext~$$‘(K~RTX, 7C,“‘Y) -+ [X, Y], + HOI&,,,(K,CRTX, n,“‘Y) + 0 
by Proposition 7.5 and Theorems 8.2 and 9.5. 
9.7. The composition pairings. By [19] the K*c”’ -Adams spectral sequence has a 
natural associative pairing 
E,s.‘(X, Y)@E,u’“( w,X)+E,S+“‘+“( W, Y) 
with the following properties for 21r< 00 and spectra W,X, Y. For r= 2, it is given 
by the Yoneda pairing 
EXt-$RT(K,CRTX,K;RT Y) @ EXt%&&RT W, K,CRTX) 
--f Ext;y&p “(K, CRTW,KFRTY). 
If ~EE,S”(X, Y) and beE,U’“(W,X), then 
d,(ab) = (d&b + (- l)‘pSa(d,b). 
The pairing commutes with the isomorphisms E,., 1 =H(E,), and the associated 
pairing of E,-terms is induced by the composition pairing 
1X,, YKI 0 1 WK7 x,1 + 1 w,, YKl 
which respects filtration. 
9.8. The obstruction to realizing an algebraic map. Let X and Y be spectra with Y 
K,-local. A map 0: KFRTX+ KcRT Y in ACRT determines an obstruction 
d,(o) E Ext?&r(K* cRTX, K,CRT Y) 
which vanishes if and only if there exists a map f:X+ Y with KcRT(f)= 8. By 
Theorems 7.11 and 7.12, the above Ext term is trivial, and thus 0 is automatic- 
ally realizable, in each of the following cases: (i) KFRTY has injective dimen- 
sion I 1 in ACRT, e.g. K,CRT Y= O(G) for a CRT-acyclic object GE CRT; (ii) 
Hom(QO~,XQOn,+l Y) = 0 for each n and either K,X is free abelian or K* Y 
is divisible; (iii) K,X and K* Y are trivial in all even (or all odd) dimensions. 
9.9. Remark. A fully algebraic description of the Adams differential d2 was ob- 
tained at an odd prime in [13,8. l] using the realizability of algebraic K-homology 
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maps between generalized K-theoretic Moore spectra at an odd prime. Unfortunate- 
ly, the corresponding realizability property can fail at the prime 2 when the spectra 
are ‘out of phase’ (see IO.@, and we have not yet achieved a general algebraic 
understanding of &. 
10. A classification of &-local spectra 
Each spectrum X determines a CRT-acyclic object KFRTXe ACRT, and con- 
versely we have: 
10.1. Theorem. For each CRT-acyclic object MEACRT, there exists a K,-local 
spectrum X with K,CRTX=M. 
Proof. Since M has injective dimension 5 2 by Theorem 7.3, there are exact se- 
quences O+M+I’+N-+O and O+N-tI’ + Z2+0 in ACRT with each I” injec- 
tive. Using Lemma 9.2 and 9.8, we realize these sequences, first by K,-local spectra 
II” 1 with K,CRT(IZnl) =I”, then by successive triangles 
INI + )I’( -+ 11’1 --+zINI, 
X + 11’1 -+ INI + 2X, 
giving KFRTIN/ = N and KcRTX=M. I? 
10.2. The realizations of M. For a CRT-acyclic object MEACRT, a realization 
consists of K,-local spectrum X together with an isomorphism a: KFRTX=M. 
Two such realizations (Y : K,CRTX=M and p : KFRT Y=M are called strictly 
equivalent if there exists an equivalence f: X 2: Y with /3f, = (Y. The difference 
D(a, p) E E$&-(M,M) 
is defined by D(a, p) = pd2(p-’ a)a-’ and satisfies: 
(i) D(a, a) = 0; 
(ii) D(cr, p) = 0 if and only if a is strictly equivalent to p; 
(iii) D(o, v) = Ws P) + WP, y); 
(iv) WP, a) = - D(o, P); 
(v) D(ga, g/3) = gD(cl, p)g-’ for each automorphism g : M-M. 
The collection J%?(M) of all strict equivalence classes of realizations of M can now 
be determined algebraically. 
10.3. Theorem. For each CRT-acyclic object MEACRT and realization a: KyTX= 
M, the difference function gives a bijection 
D(a: -) : B(M) = EXt~&(Ii’f, M). 
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Proof. We may assume that a is obtained by the construction in Theorem 10.1. An 
element 
u E Exti&,,(M, M) = Extjj&(M, N) 
. . 
has a lifting U E Exti,&(Z”, N) since N has injective dimension I 1, and there is a 
corresponding map U : 11’1 -+ IN /. The triangle 
X- lzO1 f INI -+.LY 
giving cz : K*c”’ X=M may now be replaced by a triangle 
Y- IZOI S+ INI -ZY 
giving /I : KzRT Y= M with D(cr, /3) = U. Thus D(a, -) is onto, and it is manic by 
10.2. 0 
10.4. Homotopy types of realizations. For a CRT-acyclic object MEACRT, the 
group Aut M acts on the set S?(M) by composition, and there is a forgetful bijection 
from the orbit set S?(M)/Aut M to the set of all homotopy types of K,-local spectra 
X with KFRTX=M. The action of Aut M on S!(M) may be interpreted as follows. 
For a group G acting on an abelian group B, a crossed homomorphism d: G + B 
is a function with d(gh) = d(g) + g. d(h), and the associated crossed homomorphism 
action G x B-t B carries (g, b) to d(g) +g. b. For the group Aut M acting on 
EXtfi&RT(M,M) by g. u =gL&, and for a given realization a of M, there is a 
crossed homomorphism 
d : Aut M+ EXt2kR,,(M, M) 
defined by d(g) =D(a; ga). The associated crossed homomorphism action now 
corresponds via Theorem 10.3 to the composition action of Aut M on S?(M). Note 
that our classification of K,-local homotopy types by S(M)/Aut M is still not 
entirely algebraic since it depends on Adams differentials. Of course, when 
ExtibRRr(M,M) = 0, S?(M) is trivial and there is a unique K,-local homotopy 
type realizing M. As in 9.8, this happens in each of the following cases: (i) M has 
injective dimension I 1, e.g. M= O(G) for a CRT-acyclic object GE CRT; (ii) 
Hom( Wo(Q@Mnc), Wo(Q@Mnc+ 1)) =0 for each n and MC is either free abelian or 
divisible; (iii) MC is trivial in all odd (or all even) dimensions. 
In the following two propositions, we classify some of the simplest K,-local 
spectra. Recall that v/~ acts on each K0,j+2(MZ/2),=Z/4 by lyk= 1 for k odd. 
By Theorem 10.1 and 10.4, there exists a homotopically unique K,-local spectrum 
(MZ/2); with I,.v~ acting on KOsi+2(MZ/2)~- Z/4 by vk=l for k=+l mod8 
and vk= - 1 for ic= +3 mod 8 but with KFRT(MZ/2)i otherwise equal to 
KFRT(MZ/2), in ACR T. 
10.5. Proposition. Let X be a K,-local spectrum with K,iX- Z/p and Kzi+ 1 X- 0 
for each i. Zf p=2, then X is equivalent to _E”(MZ/2)K or P(MZ/2); for some 
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even II with 0 5 n < 8. If p is an odd prime, then X is equivalent o LY:“(MZ/P)~ for 
some even n with 0 in < 2p - 2. 
Proof. By Theorems 7.14 and 10.1, and 10.4, the possible homotopy types of Xfor 
p = 2 correspond to isomorphism classes of CR-acyclic objects NEACR with N$= 
Z/2 and N$+ I = 0 for each i. Clearly q : N& NzT+, is onto and r~ :Nzf+, + NzT+2 is 
manic for each i. If q : N:+ 1 --t Nz’+2 is an isomorphism, then N25)+3 =0 since q3 = 
0. If q : N$+ , -+ NzT+2 is not an isomorphism, then c : NzT+2 + N$+2 is onto and we 
deduce that q : NzT-t NzT+ 1 is an isomorphism and N& I = 0 since q3 = 0. In both 
cases, N,” # 0 and Ni+ , = 0 for some m. Moreover, m is even since q : N,” + Nz+ , 
is not manic, and N,” = Z/2 since r : N,” + N,” is an isomorphism. Thus c : N,” + N,” 
is zero since rc= 2. Hence q : N,“_ I -+ N,” is an isomorphism and N,“- 1 = Z/2. 
Next, NL_2 is of order 4 since there is a short exact sequence 
and v:N~~~+N~_~ is not onto since r13 = 0. Thus c: NL_* --f Nz_* is onto and 
2(Ni- J = rc(Nz_,) = Z/2. Consequently N,“_ 2 = Z/4, and the rest of the proof is 
straightforward. 0 
By Theorem 10.1 and 10.4 there exists a homotopically unique K,-local spec- 
trum OS: with K,CRT(dS~)=~4S2K*CRT(S~) in ACRT. In contrast to Si, it has 
KO,(dSi)=Z/2 for m=5,6 mod8. Using nSi=z”(nS$ and Si=L?“Si for 
n E Z, an argument as in Proposition 10.5 shows: 
10.6. Proposition. If X is a K,-local spectrum with K,,X- Z and K2i+, X= 0 for 
each i, than X is equivalent o S$ or ASi for some even n. 0 
10.7. On the structure of (MZ/2); and A&$:. By Theorem 7.14 and 9.8, there are 
maps f: S,$ + (A4Z/2)i and g : Si -+ ASi such that f, : K,,Si-+ K2;(MZ/2)i is onto 
and g,: KziSj + K2;(ASi) is of degree 2 for each i. Thus by Propositions 10.5 and 
10.6, there are triangles 
s; A s; f (MZ/2);, - ,D;, 
z(MZ/2), L S; -% AS; - z2(MZ/2), , 
such that K08;+ ,(j) and K08i+,(j) are isomorphisms and KO&h) = 2. Moreover, 
h must differ from 2 : Si + Si by the non-trivial map of order 2, and j must be of 
order 4 since KO”(j) is onto. We remark that (AS,$r\(AS$=Si. 
It is possible to choose finite spectra C and D with CK= AS: and DK= (MZ/2)i. 
For instance, we may take C of the form So U e2 U e3 where the 2-cell is attached 
to the bottom cell by q, and the 3-cell is attached to the 2-cell by a map of degree 
2. Alternatively, as suggested by the referee, we may take C of the form S -* U 
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e ’ U e” U et U e2 where the (-1)-cell is attached to the bottom cell by a map of 
degree 2, the O-cell is attached to the bottom cell by q, the l-cell is attached to the 
(-l)-cell by q, and the top cell the l-cell by a map of degree 2. This is designed so 
that H*(C;Z/2) is the Adams-Priddy ‘joker’ as an A(l)-module where A(1) is the 
subalgebra of the mod-2 Steenrod algebra generated by Sq’ and Sq2. As also sug- 
gested by the referee, we may construct a finite spectrum D with DK= (MZ/2)k as 
follows. First let Y be an g-cell spectrum with H*( Y; Z/2) =A(l) as an A(l)-module. 
There are four different ways to endow A(1) with an A-module structure depending 
on the action of Sq4, and four possible homotopy types for Y. Each is K,-acyclic 
with 716 Y- (Z/2)2 and rcs Y= Z/2. Using any one of them, let W be the cofiber of 
the pinch map Z-6 Y+ So onto the top cell. Then W,= Sj and there is a localiza- 
tion isomorphism from rco W to rco W,- Z@Z/2. The map h : Si- Si is now in- 
duced by a map h : So + W which is characterized by its degree of 4 on the top cell 
and by its essential composition with the map W+E-’ Y. Finally, we may con- 
struct D as the cofiber of h : So + W. 
10.8. A nonrealizable algebraic map. As promised in 9.9, we now exhibit a 
nonrealizable algebraic map between the united ‘K-homologies of K-theoretic 
Moore spectra’ which are ‘out of phase’. By Theorem 7.12 there is a map rq : 
K;RT.J?(MZ/2);( + K*c”’ ’ S, in ACRT with v, : KO,J(MZ/2)~= KO,Si for m = 1,2 
mod 8. Suppose that v, = q* for a map q : z(MZ/2)j, + Si, and form a triangle 
q$fZ/2);( L s; - x - z2(M.m>;. 
Since K08X=Z and c: KOs X+ K,X is manic with cokernel Z/2, v/-l = 1 on K8X 
and K4X. Since q:K05X=K06Xand KO,X=O, r:K,X+KO,Xand c:K04X-+ 
K,Xare both manic with rc=2=cr. Therefore K04X=Z=K,Xand thus X=dSj 
by Proposition 10.6. This is incompatible with the nontrivial action of I+V~ on 
K03 x(MZ/2); = Z/4, and hence 9 is not realizable. 
11. A finiteness theorem 
An object ME ACRT is said to be of finite type when each M,‘,Mf, and M,‘is 
finitely generated as an abelian group. Similar terminology applies to objects of AC, 
ACR, etc. Note that a CRT-acyclic object MEACRT is of finite type if and only 
if MC is of finite type. For a finite spectrum F, the homology KzRTF=KyTFK is 
clearly of finite type, and conversely: 
11.1. Theorem. If X is a K,-local spectrum with K,X of finite type, then X is the 
K,-localization of a finite spectrum. 
This can be combined with Theorem 10.1 to show that for each CRT-acyclic ob- 
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ject ME ACRT of finite type, there exists a finite spectrum F with K,CRTF-M. We 
devote the rest of this section to proving Theorem 11.1. 
11.2. Lemma. If two of the spectra in a triangle are K,-localizations of finite 
spectra, then so is the third. 
Proof. The proof is as in [13,9.8]. 0 
11.3. Lemma. If X is a K,-local spectrum such that, as abelian groups, K,X=O 
and K,X= Z or K,X- Z/p for p prime, then X is the K,-localization of a finite 
spectrum. 
Proof. X must be equivalent to some S,$, AS:, z2i(MZ/p)K, or z2’(MZ/2)k by 
Propositions 10.5 and 10.6. Thus the lemma follows by 10.7. 0 
11.4. The objects &(G,n). For G,HE A the tensor product GO, H belongs to A 
with t@(g@h)= vkg@V/kh in G[l/k]@H[l/k] for each k, and 
for each n. Thus for G E A+ and ME ACR T, the tensor product G 0 z M belongs 
to ACRT. The monogenic free object FR(b, n) = KFRTS” of 2.4 has a structure in 
ACRTwithy/kb=bforallk,andwedefineTR(G,n)=GOzFR(b,n)inACRTfor 
GE A+. The resulting functor rR(-, n) : A+ + ACRT is left adjoint to the forgetful 
functor ( )f : ACRT+ A+. If GEA+ has trivial 2-torsion, then rR(G, n) is CRT- 
acyclic and there is a homotopically unique K,-local spectrum IT,(G,n)I with 
KFRTlr,(G, n)l z&(G, n) by Theorem 10.1 and 10.4. 
11.5. Lemma. If GEA+ is finitely generated free abelian, then (TR(G,n)[ is the 
K,-localization of a finite spectrum. 
Proof. Choose an object GE A+ such that GC GC GO Q, G/G is torsion, and c 
is free abelian on generators belonging to summands IV2i(G 0 Q) of GO Q. Then 
&(G, n) is the K,-localization of a finite spectrum by Lemma 11.3. Using 6.3 and 
6.4 to analyze G/G, choose a finite filtration 
G=FQc3 ... >F”G> . . . >FqG, G 
in A+ such that each FmG/Fmfl - . G is of prime order. Then for each m there is a 
map lrR(F m+lc,n)l + ITR(Fmc,n)l inducing F”+‘(?CFme by 9.8. Since the 
homotopy cofiber of this map is the K,-localization of a finite spectrum by Lemma 
11.3, so is each IrR(FmG,n)I by induction on m. 0 
11.6. Lemma. For an object MEA+ and an element YEM, there exists a finitely 
generated free abelian object G E A+ and a map g : G + M with y E g(G). 
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Proof. Choose a group epimorphism f: F-+M with F free abelian. Then the 
epimorphism Df: DF --) UM in A+ pulls back along the inclusion (31: h4 -+ C3.4 to an 
epimorphism E --, M in A’ with E torsion free. Finally choose GC E using 5.1. 0 
11.7. Lemma. For a K,-local spectrum X and an element y E KO,X, there exists a 
finitely generated free abelian object H EA+ and map h : JT”(H, n)J +X with 
v~h*K0,1T~(H,n)l. 
Proof. Using Lemma 11.6 choose a finitely generated free abelian object GEA+ 
and a map g: G-+ KO,X with y~g(G). As in 9.8 let 
d,(g) E Ext?i&(MG, n), K,cRTX) 
be the obstruction to realizing the algebraic map g : &(G, n) -+ KFRTX. Using an 
injective resolution 
of KzRTX in ACRT, let w: G-,(1’): represent dz(g). Then choose a finitely 
generated free abelian object FEA+ and a map v: F-t (1’): such that w(G)C 
&J(F). Let HE A+ be the pull-back of F and G over (Z2)f, and let p : H--f G be the 
induced epimorphism in A’. Now the obstruction d,(gp) vanishes, and g,u: H-t 
KO,X has the required realization h : IZ”(H, n)l -+X. q 
11.8. Proof of Theorem 11.1. Using Lemma 11.7, kill KO,X by taking the 
homotopy cofiber of a map h : /&(H,4)1 +X such that KO,(h) is epi and HE A+ 
is finitely generated free abelian. Repeat this step for KO, , KOh, and KO, to give 
a K,-local spectrum Y with KO, Y finitely generated free abelian and with KO; Y= 
0 for i = 5,6,7. Then the canonical map r,(KO, Y, 8) + KFRT Y is an isomorphism 
in ACRT, and thus Y= IrR(KO, Y,8)1 by 9.8. The theorem now follows by 
Lemmas 11.2 and 11.5. 0 
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